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Abstract 

Normally chemically inert materials such as Au have been found to be catalytically 

active in the form of particles whose size is about 1 nm. Direct and indirect observations 

of various types of metal nanoparticles (NPs) in this size range, under catalytically 

relevant conditions for fuel-cell operation and catalysis, have indicated that such ‘small’ 

particles can exhibit large spontaneous shape fluctuations and significant changes in shape 

and chemical activity in response to alterations in environmental conditions. NPs also 

normally exhibit facile coalescence when in proximity, and these agglomations impact 

their stability and reactivity in applications. Our molecular dynamics simulations first 

focus on Ni nanoparticles, a commonly used NP in catalytic applications and carbon 

nanotube growth, in the  1 nm size regime where large scale shape fluctuations have 

been observed experimentally. An analysis of the large scale shape fluctuations observed 

in our simulations of these ‘small’ NPs indicates that they are accompanied by collective 

migration motion of Ni atoms through the NP center and we quantify these dynamic 

structures and their impact on NP shape. In contrast, string-like collective atomic motion 

is confined to the NP interfacial region of NPs having a diameter greater than a few nm 

and, correspondingly, the overall NP shape remains roughly spherical, a case studied in 

our prior Ni NP simulations. Evidently, the large spontaneous NP shape fluctuations 

reflect a change in character of the collective atomic dynamics when the NPs become 

critically small in size. Meanwhile, we are aimed to investigate the NP sintering and 
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coalescence phenomenon quantitatively to determine the string-like collective motions in 

the coalescence of ultra-small NPs and the crystallization process to form the crystalline 

nanoparticles. We identify the string-like collective motions accompany the evolvements 

of the local fcc structure, the local icosahedral structure and the liquid-like structure as 

well as the crystallization process, rather than the rotations of the NPs, in the coalescence 

of the multiple ultra-small NPs. The recognition of this phenomenon would help us 

understand the early stages of crystal growth and structural rearrangement of the relatively 

disordered ‘amorphous’ pre-nucleation clusters. Finally, we explore the NP behavior 

under the constraint of the graphene substrate as the supporting material. The results show 

that NP affected by the substrate has lower ratio of the local fcc structure than the single 

free NP, indicating that the substrate makes the NP more disordered and more active. 
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1  Introduction 

Ultra-small nanoparticles (NPs), which own high specific surface area and quantum 

size effect, have been playing an important role in the chemical industries, energy 

generations and environmental protections. Enormous efforts have been made to develop 

novel nanoparticle catalysts, for instance, and to explore the relationship between their 

structures and properties. The high interfacial mobility of the NPs, also called clusters, 

may be the key to the understanding of nanoparticle catalysis. 

1.1  Spontaneous Shape Fluctuations in Single Small Nanoparticle 

Nanoparticles (NPs) undergoing spontaneous shape fluctuations have been the focus 

of numerous recent experimental studies. Most of these observations come from the 

metallic NPs having relevance for catalysis applications such as Au,1-4 Bi5, 6, Pd7, Pt8, 9 

Cu10 and Ni.11 For example, the colloidal Au nanoparticles2 with the size of 6 nm shows 

surprisingly high catalytic activities for room temperature CO oxidation pertaining to the 

large surface heterogeneity. Marchak et al.5 observed spontaneous NP shape fluctuations 

in individual Bi NPs and the associated NP property (band gap) fluctuations. Helveg et 

al.11 investigated the surface reorganization of Ni NPs in the course of their observations 

on carbon nanotube growth catalyzed by these NPs. Continuous shape change of Au NPs 

having a radius of about 1 nm have been recorded by irradiation characterization using an 
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incident electron beam1. Large shape changes have also been found in Pd NPs during 

CO/NO cycling of the environment around these NPs.7 

1.1.1 Surface Melting of Nanoparticles 

The observed sensitivity of NPs to their environment (e.g., hydrostatic pressure, 

alloying with other metals, the presence of solvents or even illumination) correlates with 

their high interfacial atomic mobility. The intuitive concepts of ‘surface melting’12 and 

‘quasi-liquid layer’13, 14 have often been invoked to rationalize this phenomenon. 

 

 

                                  
Figure 1.1  The three configurations demonstrating the melting process of nanoparticles: 

(a) solid particle, (b) solid particle with a surface-melted layer and (c) liquid particle. 

 

Surface melting of NPs describes the situation that even far below the bulk melting 

point, some of the surface and interfacial atoms becomes randomly disordered, forming a 

liquid-like layer (or shell if the particle shape is spherical), while the core atoms are 

packed orderly as the perfect bulk crystal lattice. With the increment of the temperature, 

the melting of the NPs starts to take place. Generally, a liquid layer emerges on the surface 

  

(a) (c) (b) 
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and grows gradually. Figure 1.1 depicts the liquid phase formation and sequential growth 

till being fully melt. 

 

 
Figure 1.2  Melting curve for Au as a function of nanoparticle diameter by means of 

scanning electron diffraction method. Reprinted figure with permission from reference15 

as follows: P. Buffat and J. P. Borel, Phys. Rev. A, 13, 2287-2298 (1976). Copyright 1976 

by the American Physical Society. 

 

Many researchers have carried out both experimental and theoretical studies to 

reveal that the melting temperature of NPs is strongly size-dependent. According to the 

Gibbs-Thomson equation, for an isolated spherical solid particle in its own liquid, the 

shifted melting point ΔTm is proportional to 1/r, where r is the radius of the particle, or 

ΔTm ≡ Tm (N→∞) − Tm (N) ~ N-1/3, and N is the atoms number. Melting temperature 

depressing occurs for most of the cases, an example15 seen in Figure 1.2, especially for 
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small particles whose radius is less than 10 nm. Despite of the general tendency, a few 

exceptions still exist16, 17, with the melting point above that of the bulk materials due to the 

completely different structure of the nanoscale, called “too small to melt”. 

1.1.2 Experimental and Computational Research Work 

 

 

Figure 1.3  The dynamic shape changes for Cu NP in response of the different gas 

environment10. Reprinted with permission from AAAS (American Association for the 

Advancement of Science). 

 

Preparations and characterizations of nanoparticles develop gradually with the 

advancement of the technology, providing opportunities to investigate the surface melting 

of nanoparticles experimentally. Various types of materials have been investigated, e.g. 
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Pb18, 19, Sn18, 20, Bi18, 21, Ag22, Cu22, Al23, 24, Ge22 and In19, 25, 26, by using the electron 

diffraction, in situ TEM, scanning nanocalorimeter, etc. to simultaneously obtain their 

microstructures and melting temperatures of the nanoparticles or clusters. The 

microstructures can be sensitive to the environmental conditions. For example, surface 

melting was visible for Sn clusters on SiO2 using dark filed TEM technology25; Pb crystal 

structure fluctuation27 was documented via high resolution electron microscopy. Figure 

1.3 shows the dynamic shape changes of Cu NPs in response of the different gas 

environment. These NPs were used as the catalysts for the methanol synthesis and 

hydrocarbon conversion processes for fuel cells10. 

For most of the cases, the melting temperature is approximately inversely 

proportional to the particle radius r, which obeys the Gibbs-Thomson rule. These 

experimental results, with the materials, methods and some brief descriptions, are 

summarized in Table 1.1. 

 

Table 1.1  A summary of experimental results for the size-dependent melting of 

nanoparticles28, where the abbreviations are listed as ED (electron diffraction), TEM 

(transmission electron microscopy), STM (scanning tunneling microscopy), XRD (X-ray 

diffraction), SAED (selected area electron diffraction) and DSC (differential scanning 

calorimetry) 
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Metal 
particle 

Synthesis 
method 

Determination of 
particle size 

Measurement of 
melting 

Size 
(nm) 

Description 

Pb, Sn, 
Bi18  

Evaporation Particle size = the 
film thickness 

ED 1 ~ 
100 

Melting point (m.p.) 
decreases with 
reducing particle 
radius (r) 

Ag, Cu, Al, 
Ge22 

Evaporation - ED 1 ~ 30 Abnormally large m.p. 
depression 

Sn20 Evaporation Electron 
micrograph, 
modified 

ED - m.p. decreases 
nolinearly with 1/r 

In, Pb19 Evaporation Electron 
micrograph 

ED 3 ~ 50 m.p. decreases with 
reducing particle size 

In26 Evaporation SAED SAED 5 ~ 10 m.p. of individual In 
particle 

Pb, Bi21 In situ 
evaporation 

In situ TEM Change of particle 
shape 

30 ~60 m.p. vs r follows the 
melt skin model 

Sn, In, Pb, 
Bi29 

In situ 
evaporation 

TEM micrograph Dark field image 3 ~ 50 Near linear 
relationship of m.p. vs 
1/r  

In25 Self-
essembled 

STM STM 5 ~ 
100 

Reduced slope for m.p. 
depression due to 
crystal shape 

Sn30 Evaporation Scanning 
nanocalorimeter 

Scanning 
nanocalorimeter 

5 ~ 50 m.p. vs r follows the 
liquid skin model; 
reduced latent heat 
with decreasing r 

Pb31 Evaporation In situ XRD In situ XRD about 
50 

The thickness of liquid 
skin is measured 

Al24 Mechanical 
attrition; 
evaporation  

TEM; XRD DSC - m.p. decreases linearly 
with 1/r 

Sn with 
carbon32 

Evaporation TEM micrograph In situ TEM 10 ~ 
60 

Elevated m.p. relative 
to free particle due to 
pressure effect of the 
matrix 

Sn/SiO2
33 Sputtering TEM DSC 10 ~ 

200 
m.p. lowering with 
decreased r 

In, Sn, Bi, 
Cd, Pb/Al34 

Ball-milling TEM micrograph DSC - Linear dependence of 
m.p. and latent heat 
with 1/r 

Pb/Al2O3, 
SiO2

35 
Sol-gel XRD DSC - m.p. lowering by 3-5 

K for r ~ 10 nm 
Sn, Pb, 
Ga36 

Evaporation In situ time-
resolved TEM 

In situ time-
resolved TEM 

- Direct observation of 
liquid skin 
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Nonetheless, these in situ techniques have their own limitations. For instance, it is a 

difficult task to observe and understand how the surface atoms rearrange to yield the so-

called ‘liquid layer’ via simply performing characterization measurements. Thus, the 

computational simulation becomes vital in terms of expoloring the properties of NPs from 

the atomic aspects. Figure 1.4 provides surface melting of Ni nanoclusters with the 

increasing of the temperature37 using Molecular Dynamics simulation. The melting is 

determined, roughly or precisely, by a sharp change of potential energy or the root mean 

square displacement (MSD) fluctuation (which is related to the Lindemann index) with 

respect to temperature. Particle shape and the local structure change attract much attention 

and it is generally accepted38, 39 that the icosahedron is favored at small sizes for different 

materials (like Ag, Cu and Ni) while FCC is expected for larger sizes. These 

computational results, with the materials, analytical methods, sizes and some descriptions, 

are summarized in Table 1.2. 

 

                    
Figure 1.4  (a) The starting of surface melting of Ni1004 at 1000 K with a outlayer liquid 

skin, (b) at 1140 K with ordered inner core and (c) entirely melted cluster at 1180 K. 

Reprinted with permission from reference37. Copyright 2001, AIP Publishing LLC. 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Table 1.2  A summary of computational results for the surface melting of nanoparticles, 

where the abbreviations and nomenclatures are listed as SC (Sutton-Chen), LJ (Lennard-

Jones), EAM (embedded atom method), MC (Monte Carlo), RMSD (root mean square 

displacement), RDF (radial distribution function), CNA (common neighbor analysis), Cp 

(heat capacity), U (potential energy), D (diffusion constant), kB (Boltzmann constant) 

Nanoparticle Simulation 
method and 
potential 

Analytical 
method 

Size Description 

Ni37 MD;  
Quantum SC 

Cp (T),U (T), 
RMSD, 
Honeycutt–
Andersen index 

5.74 nm 
diameter 

M.p. decreases linearly with 
N-1/3 

AlN 40 Microcanonical 
MD; glue 
potential 

Cp (T),U (T), 
volume, RMSD 

N = 13, 
43, 55, 
147 

Ih-like structure  is mostly 
favored except for Al43 as a 
glass cluster 

ArN, Cu55 41 MD; LJ for Ar, 
EAM for Cu 

Layer-by-layer 
MSD, D, free 
energy, density 

N = 40 
~ 147 

Collective motion of surface 
atoms is accompanied by 
‘‘floaters’’ 

V42 MD; modified 
analytic EAM 

RDF, mean 
atomic energy, 
radial mean 
square vibration 
amplitude 

2 ~ 9 
nm 
diameter 

Firstly premelting and then 
an abrupt overall melting of 
the whole cluster 

Au43 MD;  
Quantum SC 

Bond-
orientational 
order parameter 

1.22 ~ 
4.49 nm 
diameter 

Complete surface premelting 
is size dependent and is not 
observed in very small 
nanoparticles 

Al44 MD; EAM U (T) and 
Lindemann index 

N = 55 
~ 1000 

M.p. is 1/r and N-1/3 
dependent 

AuN
45 MD; EAM U (T), D, CNA N = 75, 

146, 459 
Structural transformations are 
precursors to the melting 
transitions below bulk m.p. 

NaN , Na+
N 46 MC improved 

by q-jumping 
method, MD 

C(T) / NkB, 
Lindemann 
index, MSD 

N = 8 ~ 
139 

Premelting is induced by 
diffusion processes 

Fe47 Isothermal 
MD; tight 
binding model 

Lindemann index N = 586 The width of the surface 
molten layer increases with 
increasing temperature. 
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1.2  Coalescence of Multiple Small Nanoparticles 

The ability to predict and control the size and structure of nanoparticles is of great 

importance for applications, as the arrangement of atoms, the diffusion and coalescence is 

the key determinant of the optical, electronic, and thermal properties of the nanoparticles, 

in the systems of the aerosols, colloids and thin film epitaxial growth. For example, the 

coarsening of island-like deposits has been extensively studied which is a critical step 

during the thin film deposition and other applications48-50. During this process, the 

diffusion and coalescence of atoms and clusters plays an important role in controlling the 

island sizes, which in turn affects the properties of the film. 

Similarly, the studies of multiple NPs interactions also involves both experimental 

and computational methods. The high-resolution electron microscopic analysis, e.g., in 

situ TEM, is a typical technique that has been employed to characterize the coalescence of 

various metallic nanoparticles including Au51, 52, Au-Pd, Pd52, Ni53 and Bi54. The ‘surface 

melting’ phenomenon has also been reported to play an essential role for this coalescence 

process. For example, José-Yacaman et al.52 observed a clear surface “liquid layer” shell 

and the well-ordered cores when NPs merged. Analogous results showing the “surface 

layers” mobile character were also documented53, 54. 

In addition to the experimental examinations, computational studies have also been 

applied to investigate the surface melting and the structure transformation during the NP 

coalescence. In fact, there have been many reports using simulations focusing on NPs of 

Au55-57, Fe58, Ag59, 60, Cu-Ni61, Fe-Ni62, Pd63, Pb64, Cu65, Ta66and W67. The premelting was 
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vital especially in the early sintering/coalescence stage57 and the ordered faceting prohibits 

the coalescence to become slower than expected from the macroscopic theory56. Besides, 

the identical methodology was also extended to the studies of  TiO2
68, 69, ZrO2, Al2O3

70 

and LJ particles71, 72. Koparde et al.68, 69, 73 has made extensive efforts to study the phase 

transformation during the NP sintering confirmeing that, the liquid-like structure 

facilitates the quick initial sintering-neck formation. And after the complete coalescence, 

the heat is released by recrystallization. Figure 1.5 shows the example of the result for 

constant-energy MD simulation of the coalescence of two nanoscale Pb clusters64. 

 

 
Figure 1.5  Coalescence of two Pb 565-atom icosahedra initially at 300 K. The sequences 

of snapshot at 3.75 ps intervals show the early growth of the neck after the initial contact. 

Reprinted figure with permission from reference64 as follows: S. Hendy; S. A. Brown and 

M. Hyslop, Phys. Rev. B, 68, 241403 (2003). Copyright 2003 by the American Physical 

Society. 
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Most of the unique properties of the NPs especially for the homogeneous 

nanocatalysts require the NPs not only sustaining the nano-size scale but also having a 

stable spatial dispersion. In order to avoid the agglomeration74, 75 during the applications, 

researchers, nanocatalyst suppliers and manufacturers have been using different synthesis 

methods, utilizing reducing agents as well as the stabilizers for the NPs. For example, the 

commonly used reducing agent in the nanocatalyst is the protective gas76-78, including the 

H2, CO and H2/CO with different ratios. To take a general view for the field of the 

nanocatalysts industry, the global top companies, which specialize in different areas, are 

listed below based on the alphabetical order of the company name79: 

Argonide Corporation, BASF Catalyst LLC, BASF SE, Bayer AG, Catalyst Solution, 

Inc., Evonik Degussa GmbH, Genencor International, Inc., Headwaters Nanokinetix, Inc., 

Hyperion Catalysis International, Johnson Matthey PLC, Nanophase Technologies 

Corporation, NanoScale Corportation, NexTech Materials Ltd., Oxonica, PQ Corporation, 

Sachtleben Chemie Gmbh, Sud-Chemie AG, Unicore NV and Zeolyst International. 

1.3  Single Small Nanoparticle on the Freestanding Graphene Sheet 

In heterogeneous catalysis, the nanometric catalysts are commonly well dispersed  

on dissimilar substrates (supports). In chemical and petrochemical industries, supported 

catalysts are widely used for a wide spectrum of applications. Indeed, the supports do 

behave as spacers suppressing the agglomeration of NPs at elevated temperature. More 

importantly, the synergic effects between the support and the NPs, namely the metal-
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support interaction, enable further optimizations of the catalytic properties through 

tailoring the NPs’ morphologies, electronic structures and active sites of chemisorptions. It 

therefore becomes of great significance to examine the surface melting behaviors of NPs 

on the support. 

Much effort has been devoted to the investigations of conventional supported 

catalysts using both experimental and computational methods. Recently, graphene, the 

single layered graphite, has been shown with fascinating multi-functional properties 

including exceptionally high surface area, strength and electronic conductivity, along with 

quantum dots effects and great catalytic activity. Moreover, it does not corrode in acid or 

alkaline solutions and is flexible80 making it a perfect support anchoring the NPs and other 

functional nanomaterials. In particular for electrochemical and electrocatalytical 

applications, owing to the strong affinity between the C and the NPs (for example, Pt62, 63 

NPs and Ni81, 82 NPs), the nanocomposit could have the enhanced electron transport rate 

and greatly improved electrolyte contact area (hydrophobicity) by tuning the surface 

chemistry of graphene substrates83. Another example comes from the Pt NPs that can be 

used to replace the solid Pt film where the catalytic activity for oxygen reduction reaction 

in fuel cells was not deteriorated due to the quantum size effects84, 85. On the other hand, 

the interaction between the carbon and the metal NPs are also evidenced in non-

electrocatalytic process. The Ni NPs11 facilitated the carbon nanotube growth and CNTs 

decorated with noble-metal NPs are mostly used for producing highly efficient PEMs 

(polyelectrolyte multilayers)86. 
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Nevertheless, there are still many unknown to be explored for grapheme-NPs 

interactions; recent researches also highlight the lack of fundamental understanding of the 

electrochemical interfaces at the nanoscale and the behavior of the NPs in the materials 

system80. Considering the investigation of the geometry, size, dispersion and contact 

details, the computational modelling and simulation will be of great importance in 

designing future electrochemical and electrocatalytic devices. 

1.4  String-Like Collective Atomic Motion in NPs 

1.4.1  Mobile Atoms and Immobile Atoms 

Assuming the atomic motion in a perfect bulk solid, all the atoms try to seek their 

most stable position via vibration governed by the balance of the repulsive force and 

attractive force from the interactions with the surrounding atoms. Usually these positions 

are fixed and called the equilibrium position, in another word, the atoms are “immobile” 

and the lattice maintains both short- and long-range orders. 

What about the atomic interaction in the liquid materials? Atoms would appear 

similar vibration motion but it is not the only thing – they do not have fixed regular 

position. In simple term, if a collision of two atoms takes place, the atoms involved may 

rebound and diffuse away, further than the bulk material spacing constant, get a new 

balanced position and start another motion again. 
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To make it convenient for discussion in the NPs, numerical expression is used to 

define the “mobile” atoms, that is, the threshold atomic displacement condition is ar0 

<｜ri(t*) - ri(0)｜< br0, where r0 is the bulk material spacing constant and the coefficients 

a and b are determined based on specific cases. It refers that the mobile atoms are those 

particles whose displacement ri(t) exceeds ar0 after a diffusive decorrelation time t*, but is 

smaller than the distance defined by the br0 value. The ar0 is slightly larger than the 

typical amplitude of an atomic vibration and br0 is generally much larger than the first 

nearest neighbor distance. Therefore, the atoms for the NP cores, only vibrating around 

the fixed distance which is smaller than the ar0, are considered immobile thus making the 

NP core essentially defect-free. 

1.4.2  String-like Motion 

The mobile atoms may result in a peculiar permutational type of atomic motion 

rather than the simple diffusion motion, namely a cooperative motion in a string-like 

path87. This spatial relation of atoms involved in one string is that when one of the mobile 

atoms has moved, a second mobile atom occupied its position, seen in Figure 1.6a. The 

mathematical expression, for reference mobile atom i and its neighbor j considered to be 

within a collective atom displacement, is, min(｜ri(Δt) – rj(0)｜,｜ri(0) – rj(Δt)｜) < 

0.43r0, where r0 is the bulk material spacing constant. 

 
(

a) 

(

b) 
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Figure 1.6  (a) An example of the string-like motion for reference mobile atom and its 

neighbors. Reprinted with permission from reference87 as follows: C. Donati, J. Douglas, 

W. Kob, S. Plimpton, P. Poole and S. Glotzer, Phys. Rev. Lett., 80, 2338-2341(1998). 

Copyright 1998 by the American Physical Society. (b) The string-like motion in NP 

interfacial region. Adapted from reference88 with permission from The Royal Society of 

Chemistry. 

 

The string-like collective atomic motion is not only restricted in NPs88, shown in 

Figure 1.6b, but prevails in all glass-forming (GF) liquids (including water, polymer fluids, 

metallic GF liquids, concentrated colloidal suspensions and even strongly driven granular 

fluids). 

 (

a) 

(

b) 
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Figure 1.7  (a) temperature dependence of a liquid’s volume or enthalpy at constant 

pressure; (b) viscosity of glass forming liquids as a function of rescaled temperature Tg/T. 

Two figures are from reference89. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: 

Nature, advance online publication, 8 March 2001 (doi: 10.1038/35065704) 

 

The Angell plot90 gives the fragile-strong pattern of Tg-scaled Arrhenius 

representation of GF liquids which is illustrated in Figure 1.7. The “fragile” and “strong” 

property is not directly proportional to the mechanical properties, while fragility 

characterizes how rapidly the dynamics of a glass slow down as it is cooled toward the 

glass transition. Tg is the glass transition temperature91, 92, which can be defined in two 

ways: the first is by viscosity η (Tg) = 1012 Pa·s, or 1013 P, and the second is by the 

temperature at which the average relaxation time in the equilibrium liquids is 100 s. In 

experiment, to characterize the “fragile” and “strong” property, the criterion is to see how 

the local slope of the η (T) curves are changed with the temperature. If the slope of the η 
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(T) curves of the glass-former depends on the temperture, it is called “fragile”, whereas it 

is “strong” for the one whose slope is independent of the temperature. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.8  (a) Typical CRR (cooperative rearranged region) and (b) spatial map of single-

article displacements in the simulation of a binary mixture of Lennard-Jones mixture in 

two dimensions. Arrows show the displacement of each particle in a trajectory of length 

comparable to the structural relaxation time. The map reveals the existence of particles 

with different mobilities during relaxation, but also the existence of spatial correlations 

between these dynamic fluctuations. Reprinted with permission from reference93 as 

follows: L. Berthier and G. Biroli, Rev. Mod. Phys., 83, 587-645 (2011). Copyright 2011 

by the American Physical Society. 

 

Because of the thermal vibration reduction of the atoms upon cooling, the viscosity 

η (or equivalently, the relaxation time τ) of the GF liquids will increase by many order of 

magnitude. This strong activation energy dependence of temperature is due to a 
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“cooperative rearrage region” (CRR) of many molecules, a terminology firstly introduced 

by Adams and Gibbs (AG) 94, with its illustration shown in Figure 1.8a. However, the 

knowledge to the size of this kind of regions is still inadequate89. In NP system, the string 

is the typical CRR (as in Figure 1.8b) when the whole particle undergoes thermal heating 

or cooling treatment, especially near Tg. Identifying the microscopic mechanism which 

gives rise to the dramatic slowing down of the relaxation dynamics is the most important 

challenge in the field of GF liquids. 

1.4.3  Dynamic Interfacial Layer on the Surface of Ni NPs 

One of the most practical methods for modifying the NP surface and interfacial 

structure is to alloy different types of metals with NPs, with the promise to create more 

effective catalysts. Metals reported, such as Au95, 96, Pt97, Ag98 and Pt/Ru99, are immiscible 

with Ni, so that they can just segregate to the outer surface layer of Ni NP. Besenbacher et 

al.95 has verified by experiments that Au was alloyed into the first surface layer of Ni 

resulting in lowered surface energy of Ni, and the alloying effect helped to stabilize the 

steaming-reforming activity which would deactivate rapidly with time for pure Ni catalyst. 

Fu et al.99 also has shown that Pt-rich shell coated Ni NP exhibited better catalytic activity 

and resistance to carbonaceous intermediate poison than pure NP. By alloying Ag, the 

reactive step sites of Ni(111) can be controlled by blocking the steps with Ag, thus 

affecting the bond-breaking selectivity and the reactivity of catalytic surfaces98. Based on 

our previous studies of GF fluids88, 100 on which the molecular and nanoparticles additives 
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can be expected to influence the collective atomic motions so that those observations give 

insights that the surface-segregated additives can be significant to understand the alloying 

effect to the NP interfacial dynamics. 

1.5  Challenges, Objectives and Thesis Contents 

Surface melting for NPs has been attracting tremendous attentions because of the 

closely related surface and interfacial mobility which underlies the unique properties of 

the NPs. Kang et al.101 have alternatively described Al55 clusters as being ‘half-solid’ 

because of the high mobility of the surface atoms in these small NPs. Zhang et al.102 have 

noted the existence of unexpected solid-to-solid structural transition below the melting 

temperature in Ni NPs having about 900 atoms, while the dynamics of NPs with more 

atoms could be characterized as ‘surface pre-melting’ on a solid crystalline core. 

Uppenbrink and Wales103 investigated the clusters of 13 to 150 Lennard-Jones atoms and 

found the different capping could be crucial in the determination of the stability of cluster 

structure. Wales and Munro104 further studied the morphology change between icosahedra, 

cuboctahedra, and decahedra in metal clusters with 13, 55 and 147 atoms (magic number) 

and found cooperative rearrangement of atoms were responsible the NP structural changes 

that this small NP regime. Interestingly, the rearrangements found in these studies occur 

via a single transition state, while those in larger NPs105 studied later occurred through a 

sequence of transition state events. The exact nature of atomic motions in this liquid-like 
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layer of NPs and the fundamental causes of the shape fluctuations in single and multiple 

small solid NPs has not been investigated before, either computationally or experimentally.  

The previous study focuses on the structure and interfacial dynamics for relatively 

large NP, e.g. clusters having a size more than 369 Ni atoms and a particle diameter more 

than 2 nm. However, the local structure of ultra-small NP clusters with respect to the 

potential energy landscapes106 will result in different stable configurations, and the 

dynamic properties haven’t been touched yet. What’s more, shape fluctuation and local 

structure changes may take place caused by the atomic motions rather than only for the 

interfacial region. So the small size range, 0.5 nm to 2.1 nm47, 107, will be of great 

significance to some NP catalyst, i.e. used in the production of carbon nanotubes (CNT). 

Here are two major objectives that are expected to achieve through this study: 

Understand and quantify the atomic motions, especially the string-like atomic 

motions that govern the interfacial dynamics of NP during melting and crystallization, and 

the local structure changes for the single small NP, and the multiple small NP during the 

coalescence. 

Further explore and investigate the atomic motions and the interfacial dynamics for 

single NP under the constraint from the graphene substrate. 

Based upon the above objectives, the following content of this thesis is listed below: 

In Chapter 2, I describe the overall methodology, which is MD (Molecular 

Dynamics) simulation, from the aspects of the potential, the temperature control, the 

boundary condition and the data analysis techniques. In Chapter 3, “spontaneous shape 
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fluctuations in single small nanoparticle”, I examine the NP shape fluctuations in a single 

isolated Ni NP having a radius, r  1 nm, by looking into the fluctuations in the NP 

potential energy, Debye-Waller factor, and shape changes of the NP through 

determination of the radius of gyration tensor of the NP as a function of time. In Chapter 4, 

“coalescence of multiple small nanoparticles”, I first investigate the relative shape 

anisotropy and the local structure that is characterized using the Honeycutt-Andersen (HA) 

index, and then examine the evolvements of the local fcc structure, the local icosahedral 

structure and the liquid-like structure. In Chapter 5, “single small nanoparticle on the 

freestanding graphene sheet”, I create the model that the single Ni NP is interacted with 

the flat freestanding graphene sheet and then evaluate the interfacial dynamics of the NP, 

compared with the single NP without the graphene substrate as a constraint. In Chapter 6, 

I summarize my general conclusions, discuss some of the remaining open questions and 

recommend the directions for the future work in the NP research area with respect to the 

interfacial dynamics. 
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2  Methodology 

Scientific researchers either do direct observations from the sample preparation in 

experiments, or establish analytical studies and numerical simulations to probe the 

scientific questions involving as small as the neutrons and the proton, and as large as the 

whole universe. In some fields in the materials science, however, the lack of real time 

observations is a serious problem for our understanding. Furthermore, the observations 

can’t always to be all correct -- in fact, sampling limitations and measurement errors can 

result in ambiguous interpretation of the results which leads to the misunderstanding of the 

real physical process. Last but not least, another major restriction of observations is that 

high expense and operations, for example the complex sample preparation, easily stained 

purity and the huge challenges with the in situ characterization by scanning microscopy 

measurements, restrict the experiments that can be made. In these above cases, theoretical 

study and numerical simulation become extremely important. 

2.1  Molecular Dynamics Simulation 

MD simulation is one of the most effective and feasible methods to investigate the 

interfacial dynamics and kinetics of NPs both with clean “experimental” environment and 

good control of all “experimental” parameters. Meanwhile, it is suitable to observe the 

melting process of NPs directly on the atomic level in MD simulations. However, the 
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length and time scale limitation in MD simulation will prevent it from the further 

application based on length- or time-dependent process. The typical times range from 10-13 

second for local oscillations, requiring molecular simulation time steps of 10-14 second, up 

to seconds or hours for the diffusion time of a chain, and to much longer times for 

collective phenomena or relaxation in glassy regimes. The spatial scales range from a few 

angstroms (the size of an atom), to hundreds of atoms for a complete polymer chain, and 

to millimetres for collective phenomena taking place in a solution of polymer chains. 

Figure 2.1 shows the length scale with respect to atoms number and size, and this thesis 

involves the atoms number from about 10 to about 103. The timestep in this simulation is 

chosen to be no larger than one tenth of the Debye frequency, i.e., on the order of 10-15 

second. Therefore, the time and length scale in MD simulation is enough for carrying out 

experiments in this thesis. 
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Figure 2.1  Diagram of different length scales with respect to atoms number and size. 

Reprinted with permission from reference39. Copyright 2001, American Vacuum Society. 

 

In MD simulation, the numerical integration of Newton’s equation is used to govern 

the motion for each particle, which is obtained as the gradient of material potential energy 

with respect to the position. Once the force is known and the initial position and velocity 

of each atom are given, the derived successive accelerations, velocities and positions of 

the whole process can be obtained by doing integration numerically, together with the 

related thermodynamic, structural or kinetic properties of the system. The calculation 

methodology is given as a flow chart in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2  Flow chart of the MD simulation process  

 

Another important aspect is that the statistical mechanics plays a key role in MD 

simulation. In statistical mechanics for a microscopic level, a system made of N particles 

is characterized by the position ri and momenta pi = mvi. These (ri, pi) can take any values 

(or states), constrained by the external thermodynamic parameter, such as T and P. The 

subject of statistical mechanics is to link the microscopic parameters i.e. ri and vi, with the 

macroscopic properties i.e. the temperature T, the volume V and the pressure P. The phase 

space Γ is the space in which all possible states of a system are represented. An ensemble 

then is regarded as a collection of points that a set of N particles could be arranged in the 

multi-dimensional phase space Γ, where each point represents a complete N particle 

system. Thus, an ensemble is consisting of a large number of virtual copies (sometimes 
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infinitely many) of a system, considered all at once, each of which represents a possible 

state that the real system might be in. 

The ensemble average is obtained by summarizing the values of each representative 

point and normalized by the total number of the points. However, the ergodic hypothesis 

says that the time average is replaced by the ensemble average due to the fact that it’s not 

feasible to get ensemble average for a macroscopic system (N > 1023). The time average is 

taken over all states encountered in a dynamical trajectory of the system over a long 

period of time, which is considered simultaneously. 

 

 
Figure 2.3  Schematic maps for different ensembles in statistic mechanics: (a) 

microcanonical NVE ensemble, (b) canonical NVT ensemble, (c) isothermal-isobaric NPT 

ensemble and (d) grand canonical μVT ensemble 
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Depending on which state variables (for example, the energy E, volume V, 

temperature T, pressure P, number of particles N and the chemical potential μ) are kept 

fixed, different statistical ensembles can be generated. Figure 2.3 shows four ensembles 

used in statistical mechanics, the microcanonical ensemble (NVE), canonical ensemble 

(NVT), isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) and grand canonical ensemble (μVT). In all 

ensembles, the number of particles N is conserved. In the NVE ensemble, the total energy 

E, the number of particles N and the volume V are fixed. The system must remain totally 

isolated so it is unable to exchange energy or particles with its surrounding environment. 

In the NVT ensemble, the number of particles N, the volume V and the temperature T are 

fixed. The system exchanges heat with a heat bath and thus it’s a closed system. In the 

NPT ensemble, however, the volume can be changed and the total pressure is fixed. In the 

μVT ensemble where neither the energy E nor particle number N is fixed, the system can 

exchange heat or particles with its surrounding environment, which is represented by the 

change of the chemical potential μ. 

2.2  Potential 

Potential used in the simulation is a function U (r1, r2, …, rN) of the positions of the 

nuclei, representing the potential energy of the system when the atoms are arranged in a 

specific configuration. The expression for one of the simplest pair-wise potential is as 

follows, which can be utilized to describe the two-body bonding interactions for both the 
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primary bonds (ionic bonds, covalent bonds and metallic bonds) and secondary bonds (van 

der Waals bonds and hydrogen bonds), 

 

 

                             (2-1) 

In this equation, the total potential energy Etot is the sum of the Lennard–Jones 

potential plus the Coulombic pairwise interaction between two atom i and j with the 

distance of rij, where ε is the depth of the potential well, σ is the zero-crossing distance for 

the potential, ke = 8.988 × 109 N m2 C−2 is the Coulomb constant and q is the charge of the 

atom.  

Apart from the Coulombic pairwise interaction term, the rest term the Lennard–

Jones potential is an excellent model for noble gases, e.g. Ar, Ne and Xe. However, the 

pair potentials has its limitation for transferability, i.e. the parameters determined for 

molecules can’t be used for crystals, and some parameters for specific types of crystals 

can’t be used to describe the larger range of crystal structures. For example, the difference 

between FCC and BCC is not captured using a pair potential. Thus, more sophisticated 

potential type, e.g., the EAM potential and the Reaxff reactive force field potential are 

introduced based on the specific needs for this thesis studies.  
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2.2.1 Voter-Chen EAM Potential 

The Embedded Atom Method (EAM)108, as a many body potential is utilized in this 

study rather than pairwise interaction -- two body approximations because the summation 

over larger group of particles can provide more accurate results although it may cost more 

computer resource and time. EAM is ideal for metallic bonding and numerically efficient 

for billions of atoms. The introduction of a delocalized valence electrons moving between 

the nuclei generates a binding force to hold the atoms together in term to the total potential 

energy. 

In this method, the energy of the metal is treated as the energy obtained by 

embedding the atom or nuclei into the local electron density provided by the remaining 

atoms of the system. The expression is as follows: 

)(
2
1),( ij

i ij
ij

i
itot RihFE 



                                          (2-2) 

and 
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j Rih 


                                                        (2-3) 

where Fi(ρh,i) is the embedded energy of atom i, ϕij(Rij) is the pairwise repulsion between 

atom i and j with the distance of rij, and ρh,i is the electron density at atom i, contributed 

by other atoms j. Like the Lennard-Jones, the EAM potential is a combination of short-

range attraction and still shorter range repulsion41. The functional form for the embedding 

energies F(ρh,i) is obtained empirically by adjusting parameters to fit known bulk 
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properties of the elements such as sublimation energy ΔHs, lattice constants, elastic 

constants and vacancy formation energy. Thus the total energy Etot is minimized by 

adjusting the lattice constants or atomic coordinates to find the configuration that yields 

the lowest possible energy. These calculations are usually performed at 0 K and do not 

include entropic contributions. 

 

Table 2.1  Experimental and calculated properties of Ni109, 110 

Properties of Ni Experiments Calculations 

Equilibrium lattice constant a0 (Å) 3.52 3.52 

Cohesive energy Ecoh (eV) 4.45 4.45 

Bulk modulus B (1012 erg/cm3) 1.81 1.81 

Vacancy formation energy ΔEf (eV) 1.60 1.60 

Bond energy De (eV) 1.95 1.94 

Bond length Re (Å) 2.20 2.23 

 

 

The Voter-Chen form109 for pure Ni simulation are chosen as the EAM potential 

here. This potentials accurately reproduce the lattice constant, cohesive energy, elastic 

properties, and the vacancy energy109, 110. The related parameters are list in Table 2.1. 
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2.2.2 Reaxff Reactive Force Field Potential 

For the applications of Ni NPs, they are usually used in the chemical environment 

thus may undergo chemical reactions involving the bond breakings and formations. In 

terms of the simulations, the simple pair potentials can’t describe chemical reactions. 

Reactive potentials or reactive force fields overcome these limitations, and are widely 

used in simulations for the chemical reactions, catalysis, etc. The advantage of reactive 

force fields over conventional molecular mechanics force fields is that they can, with the 

same parameters, describe several different bonding states of an atom, and thus to some 

extent may be able to describe chemical reactions correctly. Because the reactive force 

fields can automatically determine whether a pair of atoms is bonded or unbonded111 and 

is extremely subtle regarding the bond and energy, it is designed for more complex 

materials/chemistry, including σ bond, π bond and double π bond formation and breaking. 

Reaxff Reactive Force Field is based on a bond-order model in conjunction with a 

charge-equilibration scheme and has been extended to hydrocarbons, proteins, metal 

systems, fuel cells and combustion and may other elements and compounds comprised of 

H/C/O112, Si/SiO2/SiC113, Al/Al2O3
114, Pt/PtH/PtC (fuel cell anode)115, 116, B/N117, 

Y/Zr/Ba/O/H118 and C/Ni/H119-122, enabling the dynamics studies of reactions in material 

science.  

The overall system energy for the reactive force field potential includes various 

partial energy contributions, as demonstrated by 
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(2-4) 

The specific energy terms are described as follows. Ebond is the bond energy, the 

attractive term directly derived from bond orders; Elp is the lone pair energy, penalty for 

breaking up lone pairs in O and N; Eover is the overcoordination energy, penalty for 

overcoordinating atoms; Eunder is the undercoordination energy, stabilizing 

undercoordinated atoms; Eval is the angle strain,  whose equilibrium angle depends on 

bond order central atom; Epen is the penalty for ‘allene’-type molecules (H2C=C=CH2); 

Ecoa is the angle conjugation, stabilizing the –NO2 groups; EC2 is the C2 correction, 

destabilizing C=C; Etriple is the triple bond related; Etors is the torsion energy; Econj is the 

torsion conjugation, describing general conjugation stability; EH-bond is the hydrogen bond; 

EvdWaals is the van der Waals energy, calculated between every atom; ECoulomb is the 

Coulomb interaction, calculated between every atom, polarizable charges get updated 

every iteration. 

The key of reactive force fields is that the bond energy between atoms i and j does 

not depend on bond distance, Instead, it depends on bond order. The bond order for both 

the metallic and ionic bonds, the σ bond (sp3), the π bond (sp2), and double π bond (sp) is 

treated as 0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 

The potential file for Reaxff Reactive Force Field developing for the carbon 

nanotube can be obtained from the supporting information from the reference123. 

2Ccoapenvalunderoverlpbondsystem EEEEEEEEE 

CoulombvdWaalsbondHvalconjtors EEEEEE  
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2.3  Temperature Control 

The natural MD simulation is a microcanonical ensemble (NVE ensemble) because 

the total energy is conserved. Nevertheless, because of rounding and truncation errors 

during the integration process, there is always a slight drift in energy. The temperature and 

pressure can change with the time. In order to make sensible comparison with the 

experimental work which is usually operated at a constant temperature, many methods 

have been tried to control the system temperature to be constant. Two methods are utilized 

in this thesis study, the Nosé-Hoover method and the Berendsen thermostat method. 

The Nosé-Hoover method124, 125 is by introducing a thermostat (heat bath that can 

exchange heat with the system) and creating an additional virtual coordinate in order to 

couple the system with the reservoir. In this case, isothermal MD (canonical NVT 

ensemble) can be applied in the simulation process. 

In the Cartesian system, the Hamiltonian takes the summation form of the total 

kinetic energy K and potential energy U, 
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Nosé-Hoover method is to add two additional degree of freedom, the “position” s of 

an imaginary heat reservoir to which the system is coupled, and the conjugate 

“momentum” ps of this imaginary heat reservoir. In addition, the effective “mass” Q 

associated with the s in also introduced, such that ps = Q ṡ. Note that the dot above the s 

represents the “d/dt”. 
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The new Hamiltonian for the previous system and the reservoir is then constructed 

as 
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The added last two terms belong to the heat reservoir, for its kinetic and potential energy. 

And the ξ is a friction coefficient that replaces ps. The time evolution of the particle 

positions and momenta is governed by the following equations, 
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                                                           (2-10) 

The magnitude of the heat bath mass Q determines the coupling between the 

reservoir and the real system therefore is an important parameter to be chosen. The small 

Q (inertia) causes oscillations; the large Q results in poor coupling and long thermilization 

time. Usually Q needs to be found by trial and error. 

Berendsen thermostat126, 127 is another method by applying a weak coupling for the 

system with an external heat bath, which is also known as proportional thermostat. Rather 

than assuming the velocities are completely scaled to the target temperature at each time 
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step, a time scale is assigned for the updating of the velocities. One advantage of 

Berendsen thermostat is that it allows the temperature fluctuations, and the corresponding 

ensemble is the microcanonical ensemble. 

In order to move the system dynamics towards the desired temperature, a certain 

factor, the velocity rescaling factor υ, is multiplied by the velocities to correct the 

deviations of the actual temperature T from the prescribed one T0. And the coupling 

constant, or time scale of heat transfer, is τ. 
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Here, δt is the time step in the MD simulations. Typically, τ is two orders of magnitude 

more larger than δt. 

The differences between the Nosé-Hoover and the Berendsen thermostat is that, due 

to the true coupling with the system, Nosé-Hoover can result in slowly dampening 

oscillations and a relatively long thermal stabilization process. Thus, Nosé-Hoover 

thermostat drives the system much softer than Berendsen thermostat. Meanwhile, the 

Berendsen thermostat is more efficient. 

2.4  Boundary Conditions 

In a numerical simulation, it is either impossible and or unnecessary to simulate the 

whole materials system. Generally we choose a region of interest in which we conduct a 

simulation, which definitely has a certain boundary with the surrounding system or 
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environment. Different boundary conditions may cause quite different simulation results. 

Improper sets of boundary conditions may introduce nonphysical influences on the 

simulation system, while a proper set of boundary conditions can avoid those technical 

problems. Therefore the boundary conditions are very important for the simulation setups. 

Commonly there are several different types of boundary conditions, e.g., the fixed 

boundaries, the periodical boundaries, the flexible boundaries and the free surfaces.  

Fixed boundary conditions are suitable for applying a mechanical constraint. If the 

physical process concentrates in the center of the simulation region and causes very little 

influence on the boundary; at the same time, the surrounding environment of the 

simulation region is stable, such that we can set the boundary to fixed boundary conditions. 

 

 
Figure 2.4  Two dimensional model for the periodical boundary conditions with the 

primitive unit and the surrounding cells. The dashed circle represents the interactions 

belonging to one specific particle 
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Periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are suitable for repeating systems. This 

treatment of the boundary condition corresponds to the physical assumption that, on the 

two sides of boundary, the same physical processes exist. The variable values at the same 

distance from the boundary at the two sides are the same. The function of such a boundary 

is that of a mirror that can reflect all the fluctuations generated by the simulation region. 

This kind of boundary condition fits for those environment values that do not change with 

time and physical processes well interior to the simulation region. The illustration for the 

PBC is shown in Figure 2.4. 

Flexible boundary conditions are suitable for responsive systems, eg dielectrics, to 

avoid the use of rigid constrains. Free surfaces are suitable for the simulations regarding 

surface diffusion, adsorption etc. 

In this thesis, the fixed boundary condition is applied in Chapter 3 for the single NP, 

where the entire system is the NP surrounded by the vacuum. The PBC is applied in 

Chapter 4 and 5 to all simulations where the the multiple NP particles as well as the 

graphene materials interact across the boundary and can exit one end of the box and re-enter 

the other end. Besides, the periodical length is selected based on different situations, for 

example, the single NP in this study has free surface in vacuum so that the large enough 

simulation box can satisfy the setup needs. 
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2.5  Simulation Initialization  

For any numerical simulation, we need to have an initial state to begin the 

simulation. So we need to set the initial environment values at the beginning of simulation. 

The initial condition of a numerical simulation thus gives an initial state for the simulation 

region. The system evolution will start from this initial condition. The initial condition 

should be able to reflect the real physical environment; at least it should be an acceptable 

simplification of the real environment. 

The initial configurations are more usual from a corresponded lattice structure. For 

example, the single Ni NPs are initiated from an approximately spherical shape and a 

perfect local fcc structure; the graphene sheet is extracted as a densely close packed 

hexagonal pattern with the desired chirality (n, m), length, width and bond length. The 

details of these initial configurations will be discussed as the specific cases in each 

following chapters. 

According to the thermodynamics theory, each degree of freedom of a harmonic 

system contributes 1/2kBT to the kinetic energy in equilibrium, that is, where kB is the 

Boltzmann constant and T is instantaneous temperature. The velocities are assigned with 

magnitudes conforming to the required temperature T and corrected such that the total 

momentum p of the system is zero, using the relation 
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The velocity vi, for a given atom, is assigned according to a Maxwell-Boltzmann 

distribution, which is a Gaussian distribution of speeds, which gives the probability p(vix) 

that an atom i has a velocity vx in the x direction at the temperature T, 
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The temperature then can be calculated from the kinetic energy KE, using the 

equation, 
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2.6  Data Analysis Techniques 

The results of the dynamics and the system structure information for MD are 

characterized all by different parameters, which is one of the huge differences from those 

lab experiments. For example, one of the most typical parameter is the potential energy E, 

recorded as a function of simulation time, averaging over all the atoms. This information 

is very important to understand the status of the system. For example in the temperature 

dependence study, a sudden large increase of the potential energy would imply that the 

structure had become more disordered and possibly underwent melting or amorphisation. 

A sudden decrease might indicate a change of the more ordered structure, e.g., 
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crystallizations. The potential change can reflect the degree of disorder at the beginning of 

the transformation. 

2.6.1  Quantitative Analysis of the Local Geometry 

Since fluctuations of NP shape are the primary concern here, we require a general 

measure of NP shape. The radius of gyration tensor provides an attractive choice for NP 

shape characterization and this quantity is often employed in the shape characterization of 

synthetic and biological macromolecules such as DNA and proteins.128-130 The radius of 

gyration Rg is defined by,131, 132 

  
i

massig rr
N

R 22 1                                                      (2-16) 

where rmass is the center of mass and this quantity can be generalized by defining moments 

about different coordinate directions to define the Rg tensor.133 The Rg tensor is symmetric 

in its components and can be diagonalized by rotating the particle to its principal axis 

orientation and the eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, λ3) in the diagonal form of the Rg tensor then 

provide a basis for NP shape characterization. Following common practice in polymer 

physics,131, 132 we define the NP asphericity b,  acylindricity c and relative shape 

anisotropy k2 as, 
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The Honeycutt-Andersen (HA) index analysis134 is used to characterize the local 

atomic structures for one pair of atoms either bonded or not, via categorizing the common 

nearest neighbors of these two atoms, which cannot be obtained by the conventional 

single-index parameter. Each atom pair (root pair) has a set of nearest neighbors, resulting 

in four numbers, namely (klmn), to be examined: (1) k, whose value is 1 when the root 

pair is bonded, otherwise is 2, (2) l, the number of neighbors common to both atoms, (3) m, 

the number of bonds between these common neighbors, and (4) n, the number to 

differentiate the local structures with the same klm but different geometries like the case of 

fcc and hcp. Here, HA index is simplified as klm. For example, in an fcc bulk crystal, each 

nearest-neighbor pair shares four common neighbors, among those common neighbors 

two bonds are found. Thus the signature of the atom pair is 142. Figure 2.5 shows more 

examples of the atomic configurations for HA index of 132, 143 and 155 structures. Since 

all 12 of the bonds of each atom in a fcc crystal are the same, we claim that the local 

environment of an atom with 12 nearest neighbors each of which has a 142 HA index 

signature is that of fcc bulk. 

When only the bonded pairs are considered (k equals 1), the HA index can be 

divided into four categories135-137, (1) the 142 bond type, characterizing the fcc structure, 

(2) the 155, 154 and 143 bond types, representing the icosahedral configurations, (3) the 
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120, 121, 130, 131, 132 and 133 bond-types, relating to the surface amorphous liquid-like 

state, and (4) the 144 and 166 bond types, relating to the bcc-like local structure. These 

four are named “fcc”, “icosahedral”, “others” and “bcc” throughout the entire discussions. 

It is especially suitable for this nanoparticle system, where a large number of the surface 

atoms are not fully bonded. In this discussion, the cut-off distance (3.09 Å) is used to 

determine the bonding. The fractions of various HA indices will be shown as the four 

categories described above. 

 

 
Figure 2.5  The Honeycutt-Andersen (HA) index for 132, 143 and 155 with the root pair 

atoms highlighted 

 

2.6.2  Quantitative Analysis of the Global Structure 

The structure of ordered solids and disordered molecular systems such as liquids can 

both be determined by radial distribution function (RDF), coordination number, etc.. The 

most commonly and used one is the RDF because it is effective to imagine the average 

structure by looking from the point of view of a single central reference atom, when all the 
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atom positions change “randomly” within time. Figure 2.6 shows the sketch map how the 

RDF is obtained. The mathematical expression is g(r) = n(r)/(ρ 4π r2 Δr), where g(r) is the 

RDF, n(r) is the mean number of atoms in a shell of width Δr at distance r, ρ is the mean 

atom density. This calculated average can be over time and over all atoms in the system. 

 

 
Figure 2.6  The radial distribution function on dependence of interatomic separation r. The 

inserted is the central atom (in red color) and shell distribution of the surrounding atoms. 

 

Features in g(r) for liquids and amorphous solids are due to packing (exclude 

volume) and possibly bonding characteristics. Firstly, at short separations (small r) the 

RDF is zero. This indicates the effective width of the atoms, since they cannot approach 

any more closely. Secondly, a number of obvious peaks appear, which indicate that the 

atoms pack around each other in shells of neighbours. The occurrence of peaks at long 
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range indicates a high degree of ordering. Usually, at high temperature the peaks are broad, 

indicating thermal motion, while at low temperature they are sharp. They are particularly 

sharp in crystalline materials, where atoms are strongly confined in their positions. At very 

long range every RDF tends to a value of 1, which happens because the RDF describes the 

average density at this range. 

2.6.3  Quantitative Analysis of the Dynamics 

The dynamical features of glassy liquids can be studied via various types of time 

correlation functions. One of the simplest time correlation functions is the mean squared 

displacement (MSD) as Δr2(t) = (ri(t) - ri(0))2
 of a tagged atom. 

Instead of simply being added together the distance of each step, the square of the 

distance of Δr2(t) are added so that it will always be added positive qualities to total. In 

this case, the sum will be always positive, which grows larger with every step. In a 

molecule system an atom or a molecule moves in three dimensions, but the same principle 

applies. Also since there are many molecules, the squared displacement should be 

calculated for all of them. The average square distance taken over all the molecules, gives 

us the MSD. 
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Figure 2.7  Time dependence of the mean squared displacement of A particles in a binary 

Lennard-Jones mixture. Reproduced from online document138. 

 

An example for its time and temperature dependence is shown is Figure 2.7. From 

high to low, the curves correspond to the temperatures T = 5.0, 4.0, 3.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 

0.55, 0.50, 0.475, 0.466. At high temperatures two regimes can be distinguished: one is the 

ballistic regime, the other is the diffusive regime. 

The ballistic regime corresponds to short times, for example t ≤ 0.2 in Figure 2.7. 

The curves present “linear” in Figure 2.7 because the log-log plot is applied, which makes 

the quadratic function have a slope of 2. This nonlinear feature of short times is due to the 

following fact. The path an atom or a molecule takes will be an approximate straight line 

until it collides with its neighbors. Only when it starts the collision process will its path 

start to resemble a random walk. Until it makes the first collision, we may say it moves 
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with approximately constant velocity, which means the distance it travels is proportional 

to time, 

dt
dr

v i
i   = constant 

and its MSD is therefore proportional to the time squared, Δr2(t) ∝ t2. This constant of 

the proportionality, based on the Maxwell-Boltzman distribution, can be obtained 

immediately that   ｜vi(0)｜2 
 = 3kBT/(2m). Thus at very short time, the MSD is shown as 

a parabola and in the log-log plot has a slope of 2. 

 

 
Figure 2.8  Schematic plot of the cage effect  

 

At long times, when collision happens between the particles, the MSD enters the 

diffusive regime. This means the atoms or the molecules start to interact with their 

neighbors and therefore their motion is no longer ballistic. Especially at high temperatures 

these collisions make the velocities change quickly and randomly and consequently the 

MSD becomes a linear function. In the log-log plot the MSD has a slope of 1. 
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Table 2.2  Typical features of the MSD curves 

 Name of the 
Regime 

Curve Characteristics 

Short Times Ballistic regime Δr2(t) ∝ t2, in log-log plot the slope is 2 
Long Times Diffusive regime Δr2(t) ∝ t, in log-log plot the slope is 1 
Intermediate 
Times at 
Low T 

Caged regime The cage effect shows that with the decreasing T 
the dynamics slow down quickly since the length of 
the plateau increases. 

 

At low temperatures the MSD has three regimes: the ballistic regime, the diffusive 

regime and the caged regime. As the “Cage region” pointed out in Figure 2.7, a plateau 

occurs, becoming larger with decreasing temperature and extending over several time 

decades at the lowest temperature. The plateau indicates that the MSD is basically 

constant at this time. That’s because during this time, each moving atom is temporarily 

trapped in the “cage” formed by the surrounding neighbors, which is illustrated in Figure 

2.8. Hence it cannot move beyond a length scale that is related to the nearest neighbor 

distance. As the temperature is lowered, the cage is becoming more and more rigid due to 

the increased viscosity, and only for larger times this cage starts to break up. Then the 

atoms begin to diffuse. The caged regime in fact is the only time regime which shows a 

noticeable T-dependence. The typical features of the different regimes for the MSD curves 

are listed in Table 2.2. 

The non-Gaussian parameter α2 is a measure of dynamic heterogeneity (DH), and 

the peak position of α2 represents a characteristic time t* of the DH. Previous works on 

glass-forming liquids139, 140 and superheated crystals141 have shown that t* can be 
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interpreted as a diffusive relaxation time.  In three dimensions, α2 is defined in terms of 

powers of the mean-square atomic displacement, 
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and this quantity is defined to equal zero for Brownian motion. The non-Gaussian 

parameter can also be defined in terms of a 4-point velocity function that measures 

fluctuations in the mobility142, 143. 

Generalization of the pair correlation function to a time-dependent correlation 

function provides displacement distribution function, or called van Hove correlation 

function, with its self-part as: 
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which is proportional to the probability that a particle has moved a distance r in time t*. 

The peaks in Gs (r, t) at successive nearest neighbour distances indicate a “hopping” 

motion of some of the atoms. The feature allows us to distinguish different kinds of 

atomic motions that contribute to Gs (r, t). The minimum in G between the maxima in G at 

0.43ro defines a well-defined cut-off scale for defining mobile particles and this scale 

arises in the quantification of the collective motion. 

Cooperative particle dynamics is one of the most characteristic features of the 

dynamics of glass-forming fluids87, 144, 145. As a first step in identifying collective particle 

motion, we must identify the ‘mobile’ atoms in the system87. In glass-forming liquids, the 

‘mobile’ atoms are defined by comparing the self-part of the van Hove correlation 
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function Gs(r) to an ideal uncorrelated liquid exhibiting Brownian motion where Gs(r) 

reduces to a simple Gaussian function by the central limit theorem. The interacting fluid 

Gs(r) has a long tail at large distances r, pointing to the existence of particles of relatively 

high mobility in the interacting particle system. A comparison of this kind generally to a 

crossing of the interacting and non-interacting Gs(r) curves, and the mobile particles are 

then naturally defined as those atoms whose displacement exceeds the crossing point 

distance after a characteristic diffusive decorrelation time Δt. However, in the GB regions 

of a polycrystalline material or on the NP surfaces, the van Hove correlation function is no 

longer a single-peaked function, but rather has multiple peaks centering at successive 

nearest-neighbour distances. We then conclude from our observation of a multiple peaked 

Gs(r) that the surface of the NPs is something like a polycrystalline material constrained to 

the surface of a spherical shell. Since ‘mobile’ atoms are essentially those particles 

moving a distance r(t) larger than the typical amplitude of an atomic vibration after a 

decorrelation time Δt, but smaller than a particular distance, we mathematically identify 

these particles by a threshold atomic displacement condition, ar0 <｜ri(Δt) - ri(0)｜< br0, 

involving the first nearest neighbor distance r0, and coefficients a and b can be determined 

from the van Hove correlation function.  

The identification of correlated atom motion requires a consideration of the relative 

displacement of particles. Collective atom motion means that the spatial relation between 

the atoms is preserved to some degree as the atoms move. Specifically, the reference 

mobile atoms i and j are considered to be within a collective atom displacement string if 
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they remain in each other’s neighborhood and we specify this proximity relationship by,  

min(｜ri(Δt) – rj(0)｜,｜ri(0) – rj(Δt)｜) < 0.43r0. The criterion of 0.43r0 is selected 

because it is slightly smaller than the midway of the nearest atom distance. Atomistic 

simulations of glass-forming liquids indicate that the distribution of string lengths P(n) is 

an approximately exponential function of n, P(n) ~ exp(-n / <n>). 
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3  Spontaneous Shape Fluctuations in Single Small Nanoparticle* 

3.1  Introduction 

Previously,88 we focused on relatively large Ni NPs having a diameter of about 4 nm 

(N = 2899 Ni atoms) where large-scale NP shape fluctuations were not conspicuous. For 

these larger NPs, we found that the interfacial dynamics (at elevated catalytically relevant 

temperatures) was characterized by the formation of a ‘pre-melted’ NP interfacial layer 

having a relatively high atomic mobility, while the crystalline NP core retained the 

ordering of a crystal. Although the structure of the interfacial layer of these surface-melted 

NP can be characterized as ‘amorphous’, the dynamics of this ‘liquid-like’ layer was 

found to be highly heterogeneous, closely resembling the dynamics of glass-forming 

liquids87, 144 and the grain boundaries of crystalline materials.100 In particular, the 

molecular dynamics of the interfacial layer of the NPs, and other ‘glassy’ materials 

involving strongly interacting and disordered materials, is characterized by string-like 
                                                 
* Materials in this chapter has been published. 

Reproduced by permission from Y. Yang, H. Zhang and J. Douglas, ACS Nano, 8, 7465-

7477 (2014). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 

Most of the content in the article remains in this chapter, while some research background is 

included in Chapter 1, some content about the EAM potential in the ‘Simulation Methodology’ is 

included in Chapter 2, “2.2 Potential” and the content of the ‘Conclusion’ is included in Chapter 6, 

“6.3 Suggestions for the Future Work”. 

The direct link for the published article is http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/nn502767t 
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correlated particle movements, i.e., ‘strings’. 142, 143 A recent study provided similar 

evidences for the collective atomic dynamics in raft-like lipid membrane146, with the 

thickness of 5 nm. In our previous work, we also found that the ‘fragility’ of the 

amorphous interfacial layer dynamics, a measure of the relative strength of the 

temperature dependence of diffusion and relaxation processes,143, 145, 147 could be tuned by 

altering NP size and by alloying the Ni NP with other metallic species such as Au, Ag, Pt, 

etc.,. The recognition of these excitation structures provides insight into how the 

interfacial dynamics of NPs can be modulated with additives and by varying the 

geometrical structure of the nanomaterial. We note that this type of collective particle 

motion has been directly observed experimentally, e.g., in ultrahigh resolution images of 

amorphous metal films of Ge,12 particle tracking measurements on colloidal hard sphere 

suspensions, 148, 149 and by imaging the grain boundaries of colloidal crystals.150, 151 

In the present work, we explore NP shape fluctuations in a single isolated Ni NP 

having a radius, r  1 nm. In particular, we find that Ni NPs having r = 0.8 nm undergo 

considerable shape fluctuations over an appreciable temperature (T) range near the melting 

temperature (Tm), while larger NPs (r > 1 nm) fluctuations show little departure from an 

average spherical particle shape. We examine Tm and other basic properties of the NPs 

before investigating their surface, interfacial and inner NP core dynamics in the vicinity of 

Tm. Specifically, we investigate fluctuations in the NP potential energy, Debye-Waller 

factor, and shape changes of the NP through determination of the radius of gyration tensor 

of the NP as a function of time. We find that shape fluctuations are accompanied by large 
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displacements of the central atoms within the NP that trigger the large-scale particle shape 

fluctuations. These shape fluctuations are facilitated by string-like collective motion 

taking a novel form, the migration of atoms through the center of the NP. In other words, 

when the NPs become critically small in size the string-like collective molecular motion 

observed in the interfacial region of larger NPs (See Figure 2 of Zhang et al.88) no longer 

remains localized to the NP interfacial region. Instead, the strings ‘short-circuit’ by 

passing through the NP center -- a phenomenon that is highly disruptive to NP shape. 

3.2  Simulation Methodology 

We utilize the Voter-Chen EAM potential for Ni NP simulations since it yields the 

correct elastic constants, vacancy formation energy, cohesive energy, lattice parameter, 

interatomic spacing (properties to which it was fitted) and reasonable interface properties 

for Ni152, for example, the calculated surface energy for (100), (110), and (111) are 1760 

mJ/m2, 2002 mJ/m2 and 1632 mJ/m2, respectively, compared to experimental value for 

average face is 2280 ± 300 mJ/m2. More importantly, the tendency of surface energy 

variation based on the specific surfaces, i.e., γ (110) > γ (100) > γ (111), is in good 

agreement with results of other EAM potentials153. In addition, the surface relaxation 

simulation using this potential also shows that the percentage changes in interlayer 

spacing are in reasonable agreement with both LEED data and theoretical data154. 

Therefore, it is expected the Voter-Chen EAM potential for Ni is able to yield reasonable 

results on nanoparticle with large surface-to-volume ratio. 
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The Ni NPs were initiated from an approximately spherical shape and a perfect local 

fcc structure. The NPs were first relaxed at room temperature for 1.5 ns with zero angular 

and linear momentum values. Note that while we start the NP with the fcc crystal structure 

of the bulk crystal, the NP for N = 55 quickly transforms to an icosahedral solid, which is 

the equilibrium structure of these smaller NPs.37, 155-158 In contrast, the crystal structure is 

maintained in the NP core for relatively large NPs. 

The NPs were heated at a rate of 100 K / ns from room temperature (T = 300 K) 

until the NPs melted. Correspondingly, the melted NPs, obtained from the above heating 

history, were cooled down also at a rate of 100 K / ns from their melting conditions to 

room temperature. Although this rate of heating/cooling is relatively slow from the 

standpoint of molecular dynamics simulation, it is orders magnitude higher than the rates 

normally encountered in experimental studies. In order to probe kinetic processes that 

cannot be observed while heating at a continuous and high rate, we also performed 

‘isothermal’ heating studies. Isothermal simulations were performed where T was changed 

from 950 K to 1250 K in discrete jumps of 50 K where T was held constant for 3 ns after 

each T-jump. 

We monitor the total potential energy Etot for two purposes: (1) it provides a 

criterion for determining the transition between solid and liquid states; (2) it is an 

important property for characterizing the dynamics of the NPs because Tm, estimated from 

the T dependence of Etot, allows us to define a reduced temperature T / Tm for comparison 

of NPs having different sizes. 
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We consider standard measures of dynamic heterogeneity in glassy materials such as 

non-Gaussian parameter α2. The radius of gyration Rg is defined by,131, 132 

                
i

massig rr
N

R 22 1                                                  (3-1) 

where rmass is the center of mass and this quantity can be generalized by defining moments 

about different coordinate directions to define the Rg tensor.133 

The simulations of the NP dynamics below reveal a basic event in the NP dynamics 

of significance in understanding the dynamics of these particles. At intermittent times, 

particles at various initial positions within the NP first emerge at the NP boundary and we 

define a dimensionless variable  allowing for the identification of these events, 

massi rr
r


0

1
                                             (3-2) 

where ri is the position of specified atom i, r0 is the initial radius, and rmass is the center of 

mass of the NP. If   0, the ith atom occupies the central position within the NP, while  

= 1 indicates that this particle has emerged at the NP surface. 

3.3  Results and Discussion 

3.3.1  Initial Qualitative Look at ‘Small’ Nanoparticle Shape Fluctutaions 

In previous work,88 we studied Ni NPs having an average particle diameter  4 nm 

and found no large scale NP shape fluctuations for such large particles at any T. Figure 1a 

illustrates this type of NP as a reference point in our discussion below. We see that while 
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there are small-scale NP fluctuations in the interfacial layer thickness, the overall NP 

shape does not change appreciably from a roughly spherical shape. The melting 

temperature Tm for this reference ‘large’ NP equals Tm = 1500 K, which can be compared 

with Tm = 1624 K for a bulk Ni crystal159 (N  ), based on this potential.88 The Voter-

Chen potential is evidently not optimized to reproduce the bulk Tm since the observed Tm 

for Ni is almost 100 K higher than our simulation estimate, Tm(bulk) = 1728 K. We do not 

expect this discrepancy to affect our qualitative conclusions regarding the nature of shape 

fluctuations in small NPs, however. 

We now contrast the shape fluctuations dynamics of these relatively large NPs to 

those of a ‘small’ NP having a radius  1 nm (Such NPs might be better termed ‘clusters’ 

rather than NPs, but this is within size range found in catalytic applications of NPs). It is 

apparent from Figure 1b that our ‘small’ Ni NPs indeed exhibit large-scale shape 

fluctuations reminiscent of those found previously for Ar atomic clusters by Berry and 

Wales, where the Ar interaction was described by a simple LJ potential.160, 161 Given the 

insensitivity of this fluctuation phenomenon to the type of intermolecular interaction, we 

expect these NP shape fluctuations to be a generic phenomenon, extending perhaps to 

organic nanoparticles, i.e., proteins. 
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Figure 3.1  NP shape evolutions for (a) N = 2899 at 1200 K (0.8 Tm) and (b) N = 55 Ni 

NPs at 1200 K (0.98 Tm). The shape fluctuations and string-like collective atomic motion 

are largely confined to the interfacial layer in the large NP. In contrast, large shape 

fluctuations arise at equilibrium in the smaller NP associated with coordinated 

displacements of the Ni atoms through the center of the NP. Atoms are colored by 

potential energy. 

 

The shape fluctuations in these small NPs apparently involve significant collective 

atomic motion within the center of the NPs so their dynamics is qualitatively different 

from larger NPs (Figure 3.1a) where collective motion in the form of strings (the atoms 

move sequentially in this illustrative case, but string-like motion does not generally have 

this character in glass-forming liquids and we expect that the coherence of collective 

motion depends on temperature generally) was prevalent in the ‘pre-melted’ NP interfacial 
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layer (See Figure 2 of Zhang et al.88). This singular form of collective motion was also 

noticed in earlier simulations of the dynamics of small Ar clusters,162 Au clusters104 and 

some other transition-metal clusters105 (i.e., Ag, Au and Ni) where the cooperative 

motions was found to have a sequential nature. The principal focus of the present work is 

the quantification of the shape fluctuations and its relation to string-like atomic 

cooperative motion within small NPs, where the detailed nature of the collective motion, 

sequential or otherwise, is not considered because this will require many further 

computations. This first effort requires a characterization of the NP thermodynamic state 

so that comparisons of NPs having different size can be made at the same absolute 

temperature, 1200 K, which to N = 2899 is of its 0.8 Tm, and to N = 55 is of its 0.98Tm (the 

Tm will be detailed below). 

3.3.2  Nanoparticle Melting Temperature Tm 

All of our NPs are simulated starting from a particle having a bulk Ni fcc lattice 

structure, but with specific cut-off radius where the surrounding is a vacuum. The current 

study considers NPs with 55 atoms (with diameter d = 1.07 nm), 123 atoms (d = 1.40 nm), 

135 atoms (d = 1.45 nm) and 369 atoms (d = 2.03 nm), but we particularly focus on the 

small Ni NP having 55 atoms. Although we started our simulations with particles having 

an fcc lattice structure, the small NPs quickly transformed into icosahedral solid structures 

when N < 170 atoms. The observation that small metal NPs adopt low icosahedral or other 

non-crystallographic symmetries has been discussed in numerous experimental and 
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computational studies. The reason is that the potential energy in this type of particle 

packing is lower than the fcc packing of the bulk crystal. Bulk crystals simply cannot exist 

in such dense packings and at some point ordered form must make a transition from 

icosahedral to thermodynamically ‘acceptable’ crystal packing, which is fcc for Ni and 

many other metal atoms. For instance, Davis et al. 163 showed that 13-particle Ar clusters 

possess icosahedral symmetry below melting temperature. Sun and Gong 40 have 

demonstrated that small Al cluster exhibit magic number clusters, i.e., Al13, Al55 and 

Al147, in which an icosahedral-like symmetry describes the lowest energy structure; 

however, an octahedral symmetry can be a stable structure for other non-magic number 

metal atom clusters. In addition, we expect the starting fcc crystal structure has limited 

effect on our simulation results. Although in the ‘small’ NP size regime (e.g., N < 200 

atoms), a local fcc structure has a relatively high energy and is energetically unfavorable 

compared to the Mackay icosahedra103, 104, the thermal energy is high enough in the 

regime (T in the range from 0.8 Tm to Tm) we study to quickly overcome the energy barrier 

between the fcc and icosahedra structures, which brings the system from the highly non-

equilibrium fcc state to equilibrium or near-equilibrium state. However, the starting 

structure effect must certainly become relevant at lower T where the probability of getting 

trapped in a non-equilibrium state is much higher. 

  We next determine Tm to facilitate the comparison of the dynamics of NPs having 

different sizes. The NP potential energy changes upon heating, as illustrated in Figure 3.2a, 

and Tm is determined as the point where the NP becomes completely liquid, signaling a 
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transformation from an ordered solid to a disordered liquid. The loop-like potential energy 

curve obtained from a heating and cooling cycle provides evidence for ‘dynamic 

coexistence’ in these small NPs, a phenomenon investigated previously.164-168 While this 

coexistence phenomenon occurs for several cases considered (N =135, N = 369), for N = 

55 and N = 123, the heating and cooling curves continuously go up and down within the 

transitional T range. Under these conditions, the differentiation of the solid and liquid 

states becomes ambiguous, motivating the introduction of the term ‘overlapping’ regime 

to describe this ‘twilight zone’ NP state. With a decrease of NP size, the melting and 

cooling curves change from dynamic coexistence to the ‘overlapping’ regime. NP 

configurations corresponding to N = 55 are shown in Figure 3.2b, where we see an odd 

form of melting in which the NP transforms from a crystal having icosahedral symmetry 

solid to a disordered liquid during heating and freezes into an icosahedral symmetry solid 

upon cooling. Meanwhile, the change from dynamic coexistence to phases in contact has 

been analyzed in detail in previous work and is well understood169. In small systems the 

energetic cost of the interface is too large, and dynamic coexistence results, which is also 

characterized by an S-bend in the microcanonical caloric curve169. 
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Figure 3.2 (a) Ni NP potential energy dependence on T for N = 55, N = 123, N = 135 and 

N = 369; (b) NP configurations corresponding to solid and liquid states  (c) Melting point 

as a function of NP size. 

 

Our previous studies of Tm as a function of NP size indicated that Tm varies 

approximately inversely with the NP radius when the NPs are relative large (N > 10,000 or 
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6 nm), conforming to the expectations of the Gibbs-Thomson relationship.88, 170 However, 

even this earlier work indicated deviations from continuum theory estimates of Tm when 

the NPs became relatively small (N < 700 or 2.5 nm), but these deviations were left 

unexplained at the time (See Figure 1 of Zhang et al.88). Here these Tm plots of Tm are 

updated (Figure 3.2c) to include data for smaller NPs. 

To gain an insight into the onset of this non-continuum NP regime, we first plot the 

previous Gibbs-Thompson curve in Figure 3.2c for reference. Then we attempt a fit of our 

extended Tm estimates to a melting model that addresses observed NP size-dependent 

changes in the amplitude of the Debye-Waller factor28, in conjunction with the Lindemann 

melting criterion,171 to estimate Tm. This model indicates a modified scaling for the Tm 

shift with NP radius., T / Tm ~ exp(A / (r - Rc)), where A is a constant and Rc is a ‘critical 

NP radius’ and recovers the continuum limit scaling of Tm (r) when the NPs are larger 

than N = 141 or 1.5 nm. Although this modified model of Tm also breaks down when the 

NPs become very small, the critical radius Rc obtained from a numerical fit of our Tm data 

to this model corresponds closely to the scale at which large NP shape changes become 

prevalent in our simulations.  

The inset of Figure 3.2c shows the more complicated changes in Tm with the number 

of Ni for NPs around Rc. In particular, Tm oscillates for ‘small’ NPs (N < 369), revealing a 

‘magic number’ phenomenon associated with appreciable changes of the NP free energy 

with the addition of individual atoms.172 This is a generic feature of small NPs173 that is 

seen both in experiments and simulations172, 174; the peaks in the Tm values normally occur 
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close to the atomic number N values (13, 55, 147, 309, …) at which the NP form highly 

stable Mackay icosahedron structures at low T.155, 175 These magic number Tm values are 

thus the consequence of the formation of well-packed small clusters at low temperatures 

for particular numbers of atoms.173 

3.3.3  Potential Energy and Debye-Waller Factor 

Figure 3.3 shows fluctuations in Etot (Figure 3.3a) and <u2> (Figure 3.3c) as a 

function of t and for a range of T. At relatively low T, e.g., 950 K (0.78 Tm) and 1000 K 

(0.82 Tm), the fluctuations in Etot and <u2> are small, reflecting the stability of the NP. At 

relatively high T, e.g., T = 1250 K and T / Tm = 1.02, Etot and <u2> both exhibit large 

fluctuations. These fluctuations can be seen more clearly in Figure 3.3b, with the 

representative configurations illustrated for solid and liquid states. In the coexistence 

range, which is between 1050 K (0.86 Tm) and 1100 K (0.90 Tm), Etot and <u2> fluctuate 

between two distinct energy states in the T regime as the NP undergoes significant shape 

changes. Some intermittent transformations between these solid and liquid like dynamic 

states occurs at almost all T simulated. We next consider how these shape fluctuations are 

related to fluctuations in Etot  and <u2>. 
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Figure 3.3 (a) Ni NP potential energy, (b) magnified region and (c) reduced DWF <u2 > / 

σ2 on dependence on T for N = 55. 
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3.3.4 Correlation of Nanoparticle Shape and Energy Fluctuations 

We focus on the representative temperature 0.86 Tm for the N =55 Ni NP in the 

overlapping regime. In Figure 3.4, we observe two-level Etot (t) fluctuations that are 

directly correlated with the particle displacement fluctuations and with fluctuations in the 

NP radius of gyration, Rg
2. The baseline values of these properties are symptomatic of the 

solid state while the peak values of these properties are characteristic of the NP ‘liquid 

state’. 

 

 

Figure 3.4  Potential energy, relative <u2> and Rg
2 as a function of t for T = 0.86 Tm and N 

= 55. 
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Figure 3.5  Dependence of Rg and shape factors of a Ni NP on t for T = 0.86 Tm and N = 

55. 

 

We quantify the NP shape fluctuations accompanying NP state changes through 

consideration of the NP shape parameters b, c, and k2 defined above and these properties 

are shown in Figure 3.5. At particular time events at which the particle starts changing its 

shape, the λi along each direction (i = 1, 2, 3) suddenly become unequal. Baselines in b 

and c then occur when the NP returns to its original near-spherical shape. The shape factor 

k2 quantifies the NP shape anisotropy that accompanies these ‘quake’ events. Evidently, 

the shape fluctuations are directly correlated with the NP energy and DWF fluctuations. 
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3.3.5 Molecular Dynamic Origin of Nanoparticle Shape Fluctuations 

Now that we have established that small NPs undergo striking shape changes below 

their melting temperature, it is natural to consider what role collective atomic motion 

might play in this process. This leads us to focus on the central position of the NP for N = 

55 where the scale of atomic motion can be peculiarly large for small NPs176 (Jellinek 

observed that <u2> in the center of the particle can actually be maximal in the dynamic 

coexistence regime, reflecting the fact the central particle is constantly being kicked out of 

the cluster center177). As explained in the methodology section, we calculate the mean 

first-passage time for atoms to reach the surface of the NP. The value of  for any given 

atom provides information on the relative rate at which particles within the NP emerge on 

the NP surface as a function of various starting points within the NP. 
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Figure 3.6  Dynamic atomic positions of sequential central atom positions as a function of 

t for 0.86 Tm and N = 55. 

 

Within the time period of 3000 ps, we show in Figure 3.6 the evolution of the 

atomic position of the central particle as it makes its way to the NP surface. The central 

atomic position changes 12 times in this time period and these events are labelled 1 to 12 

in Figure 3.6. Note “2” and “10” are the actually the same atom, meaning this atom moves 

in this way twice so there is some back and forth motion of the atoms. The displacement 

instants are marked by a dashed line. 

To clarify how the NP shape change are synchronized with the displacement of the 

central NP atoms, we created an animation of the NP evolution for the time period 

between 1800 ps to 1900 ps. In the movie, the central atoms labelled as “7”, “8” and “9” 
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are based on the corresponding numbers in Figure 3.6. This visualization shows the 

colored atom “7” initially at the NP center and then “8” and “9” follow its movement to 

the NP surface, followed by a dramatic shape change. 

3.3.6 String-like Collective Motion 

What kind of atomic motion underlies the NP shape fluctuations? Are they moving 

incoherently, coherently like a crystal or does the motion has some ‘in-between’ or 

‘mixed’ character as in former simulations of the interfacial dynamics of larger NPs where 

the motions had a string-like form? To answer these questions and to quantify the 

collective nature of the motion in these NPs we look for string-like collective motion, a 

characteristic mode of molecular displacement in strongly interacting disordered materials. 

Previous studies also considered the precise nature of the string-like "correlated" motion, 

where two extremes seem to exist, sequential or concerted movement, and these can be 

distinguished by suitable analysis of the pathways178. It indicates that highly cooperative 

large-scale changes of shape that correspond to single transition states break down into a 

series of transition states with intervening local minima for larger systems. As in our 

former studies, this analysis requires the determination of the non-Gaussian parameter α2 

and van Hove correlation function Gs (r, t) before the extent of collective motion can be 

inferred and these details for the present system are repeatedly described in  Chapter 2 as 

has been described in previous publications.88, 141, 143 
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Figure 3.7  (a) Non-Gaussian parameter NGP (α2) and (b) van Hove function Gs (r, t*) for 

N = 55 at T = 0.86 Tm. 

 

The non-Gaussian parameter α2 and Gs (r, t) for the N=55 NP at 0.86 Tm are shown 

in Figure 3.7. The peak position of α2 occurs at 24 ps and substituting t* into Gs (r, t) 

reveals a classic hopping peak at 2.55 Å. There is then clear evidence of dynamic 

heterogeneity in the dynamics of the Ni atoms in these small clusters. The “mobile” atom 

range is fixed by the dashed line and ranges from 0.43 r0 to 2.35 r0. 

If mobile atoms in the form of string-like cooperative atomic rearrangements are 

responsible for the peak in α2 and the hopping peak in Gs (r, t), as in previous studies of 

larger Ni NPs, then we should see particles moving, but staying within proximity of each 

other rather than wandering off on their own. The extent of string-like collective motion is 

then determined and the results of this analysis are shown in Figure 3.8. The majority of 

collective motion events observed in the current study is sequential, but we need to be 
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careful in drawing general conclusions about the nature of the collective motion from 

these limited observations. As can be seen, the relative shape anisotropy, the number of 

mobile atoms, the number of atoms involved in the string, and the string length peak 

positions all match each other rather well. String-like collective motion clearly 

accompanies the NP shape changes. 

 

 

Figure 3.8  Numbers of mobile atoms, string atoms and string length compared with <u2> 

as a function of t for N = 55 and T = 0.86 Tm. 
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Figure 3.9  (a) Comparison of string length L, central atom displacement and shape 

anisotropy, k2 and (b) details of those from 1500 ps to 2100 ps. 

 

Further comparison for the string length with fluctuations in the shape anisotropy 

(shown by dashed line in Figure 3.6 ) is presented in Figure 3.9a. Apparently these events 

of coordinated atomic movement do not happen at exactly the same time as the shape 

fluctuation events. Instead, we see that the longest strings appear just before and after the 
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peaks in the NP. Short strings occur without large-scale particle shape fluctuations. 

Further, there is little string activity when the particles are in their solid state, as found in 

our previous paper on larger NPs.170 The longer strings having an erratic fluctuating length 

and are strongly correlated with the NP shape fluctuations. These longer strings are highly 

reminiscent of fluctuating strings found the interfacial region between ordered and ordered 

particle regions of a larger Ni NPs ( 2 nm radius; N = 2899) under non-equilibrium 

melting or freezing conditions.141 The string-like collective motion apparently facilitates 

the local state transformation from the ‘liquid’ or dynamically ‘mobile’ and the ‘solid’ to 

‘dynamically immobile’ particle states. 

A more detailed examination of this interconversion process in the time regime 

between 1500 ps to 2100 ps is shown in Figure 3.9b. Meanwhile, in order to make a 

clearer demonstration for this process, a comparable video shows that after long strings 

form in an initially solid-like NP configuration no shape change arise, while the number of 

atoms involved in the string can have a large value as large as 40. The central atom 

displacement occurs only when the number of atoms involved in the string is large, but the 

string length is relatively small, pointing to a particular significance for intermediate size 

strings in the shape transformation process. The shape anisotropy parameter k2, step by 

step, reaches a maximum in three stages corresponding to 1583 ps, 1607 ps and 1614 ps. 

These events are labeled as (a), (b) and (c) in Figure 3.9b. 
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Figure 3.10  Configurations of N = 55  Ni NP at T = 0.86 Tm for (a) 1583 ps, (b) 1607 ps 

and (c) 1614 ps. 

 

We can now effectively describe how the string motion actuates the cluster shape 

changes. Figure 3.10 shows those three configurations at the three stages of time 

development mentioned above. This perspective view helps us distinguish atoms at the 

front and at the back of the NP. Different colors represent different string clusters involved 

in the collective motion where only the strings include central atoms are highlighted. The 

three central atoms are labeled “5”, “6” and “7” subsequently, with another string atom 

labeled “4”, according to the number depicted in Figure 7. In the first window, “6” is on 

the outer surface, preparing to replace atom “5” and this exchange is orchestrated by a 

string collective displacement, the positions and configuration of which are shown in the 

second time window at 24 ps (the time t* at which the non-Gaussian parameter peaks). In 

this snapshot, atom “5” initiates another string movement and atom “7” starts then 

participates in a string action. In the third time window, where we observe the largest 

shape change, the central atom “6” moves through the initiation of a new string and 
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similar string motions and shape changes occur during other time periods. The string 

motion is apparently ‘initiated’ by activating particles in regions of high mobility and 

presumably high local instability; in practice, this can mean regions of high density and 

low free volume rather than regions of low density and high free volume. Free volume is 

not a general correlate with mobility on a local scale, a point made before in glass-forming 

liquids.87, 144, 178, 179  

 

 

Figure 3.11  Comparison of relative shape anisotropy for unconstrained Ni NP having N = 

55 and T = 0.86 Tm and a core-constrained NP. 

 

Finally, to confirm that the shape changes are directly related to the large 

displacement of the central atom of the NP, we carried out another simulation where the 5 

atoms in the center of the NP are fixed in position by setting their temperature to 0 K and 
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representative simulations of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.11. Almost no shape 

anisotropy arises in the NPs when the core is fixed in this way. The shape changes reflect 

the disruptive effect of the central atom migration to the surface in our small NPs. 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

We investigate NP shape fluctuations in a single Ni NP having a radius smaller than 

1 nm using molecular dynamics simulation. Our representative small (0.8 nm) Ni NP 

undergoes considerable shape fluctuations in a wide temperature range near the melting 

temperature Tm. An examination of fluctuations in the NP potential energy, Debye-Waller 

factor, and measures of NP shape suggest that the shape fluctuations are accompanied by 

large displacements of the central atom within the NP that trigger the large-scale particle 

shape fluctuations. Once triggered, the coordinated atomic motion driving atoms from the 

NP core to the surface drives the large-scale shape fluctuations of the NPs. 
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4  Coalescence of Multiple Small Nanoparticles 

4.1  Introduction 

The sintering and coalescence of nanoparticles (NPs) becomes the challenge for the 

applications of the catalysis. Once the NPs are merged together as a whole, the catalysis 

efficiency is largely decreased. As mentioned before in Chapter 1, the ‘surface melting’12 

and ‘quasi-liquid layer’13, 14 has been played an essential role for the NP sintering and 

coalescence. However, the atomic motions in the liquid-like layer, and the fundamental 

local structure change as well as the crystallization during the coalescence process have 

not been investigated. 

In the present chapter, we look at sintering process for several N55 NPs, how the 

inherent fluctuation is reduced and what the dominant interfacial dynamics becomes for 

the NP coalescence process. We first investigate the relative shape anisotropy and the 

local structure that is characterized using the Honeycutt-Andersen (HA) index. The 

evolvements of the local fcc structure, the local icosahedral structure and the liquid-like 

structure are discussed. Then, the cluster formation process for the crystallization of the 

pure fcc structure is observed. Finally the atomic movement during the sintering process is 

discussed. 
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4.2  Simulation Methodology 

The NVT ensemble was employed, where the constant temperature was maintained 

by Nosé-Hoover method124, 125. The periodical boundary condition was utilized. The 

simulations of coalescence of multiple NPs were performed in the cases of 4, 6 and 8 well-

equilibrated N55 NPs, in which the NPs were initially located at the corners of tetrahedral, 

octahedral and cubic geometry, respectively. The nearest separation distance between the 

entire NPs is 3Å, which was slightly smaller than the valley distance of 3.09 Å between 

the first-nearest neighbor and second-nearest neighbor. The orientation was the same for 

each NP. 

The initiation of the single NP could be found in our previous study180. Those 

individual Ni NPs were relaxed for 3 ns at different temperatures of 900K, 950K, 1000K 

and 1050K. Accordingly, the simulations of coalescence of NPs were kept at the same 

temperature as an isothermal sintering process. In addition to the sintering of multiple NPs, 

the isothermal processes for single NPs of N225 and N321 were also investigated to 

compare with the sintering of NPs which consist of the similar number of atoms. 

The HA index, which is characterized according to the atom root pairs and bond 

types, is divided into four categories, each representing the “fcc” (the bond type of 142), 

“icosahedral” (the bond type of 155, 154 and 143), “others” (the bond type of 120, 121, 

130, 132 and 133) and “bcc” (the bond type of 166 and 144) atoms. Those has been stated 

in Chapter 2. 
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The clusters are defined as fcc atoms bonded together within the distance of 3.09 Å, 

which is the valley distance between the first-nearest neighbor and second-nearest 

neighbor. At a particular time during the sintering, there may exist several clusters. The 

cluster size is counted as Ni, which is the number of those atoms involved. Each cluster 

has a mass center ri, which is the averaged position for each atom. A parameter of r is 

obtained as the following, which quantifies the averaged cluster position at that time, 

  



i

massii

i
i

rrN
N

r 1 , where rmass is the center of mass of the entire NP. 

4.3  Results and Discussion 

4.3.1  Shape Anisotropy for Multiple NPs during the Sintering Process 

The relative shape anisotropy k2 is firstly discussed to provide a quantitative view on 

how the NPs are sintered. Figure 4.1 shows the shape anisotropy variations for the 

coalescence of four (4-N55), six (6-N55) and eight (8-N55) single N55 NPs, respectively, 

within the first 3 ns. Four different temperatures are considered, which are notified as 900 

K, 950 K, 1000 K and 1050 K.  The initial configurations as the tetrahedron, octahedron 

and cube are inserted correspondingly. The shape anisotropy values for the three cases are 

at the same scale for comparison. 
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Figure 4.1  Shape anisotropy for (a) 4-N55, (b) 6-N55 and (c) 8-N55 Ni NPs at different 

temperatures. The initial configurations as the tetrahedron, octahedron and cube are 

inserted correspondingly. 

 

The first thing to consider for this sintering model is the coalescence time of the 

multiple NPs, on the basis of the atomic number ranging from 220 (four N55 NPs) to 440 

(eight N55 NPs). Generally, for example, the suitable time for the necking investigation of 

4-N55 is around 1000 ps. 
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In Figure 4.1 it also shows that the 4-N55 has the largest initial k2; however at high 

temperatures of 1000 K and 1050 K, the shape anisotropy is much smaller indicating the 

NPs at these temperatures become more spherical than the initial configurations. For the 

6-N55 and 8-N55 cases, the shape anisotropy also tends to decrease at high temperatures. 

This suggests at low temperatures, the cluster does not reach equilibrium so that the 

merged NP is more likely to facet, while at high temperatures the entire NP becomes more 

homogenous thus having a low value in terms of the shape anisotropy. Overall, the k2 

value varies only below 0.02 for almost all cases, so different temperatures don’t influence 

the shape change quite much to a large extent. Regardless of the initial shape, the dramatic 

shape changes take place at the very beginning of the coalescence, lasting for less than 

100 ps. Then it takes more than 1 ns for the shape to become stable. After the NPs fully 

merge together, there are small fluctuations indicating the current NP shape is stable. 

4.3.2  HA Index for Multiple NPs at Different Temperatures  

The HA index for 4, 6 and 8 NPs are obtained when the coalescence of NPs are 

stable, i.e., after they are kept for 10 ns. The HA index to characterize the “fcc”, 

“icosahedral”, “others” and “bcc” atoms, is shown in Figure 4.2. The single N225 NP and 

the N321 NP are analyzed to compare with 4-N55 (220) and 6-N55 (330), respectively.  
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Figure 4.2  HA index ratio for multiple NPs and two NPs with size N = 225 and =321 at 

different temperatures. 

 

The dominant structure for all the four types we investigated in this study is fcc, 

indicating the crystalline character for NPs when the atom number exceeds 170, as 

concluded in our previous study180. Figure 4.2 also generally suggests that the more total 

atoms of the NPs before coalescence, the larger percentage of the final fcc atoms and the 

smaller fraction of the final “others” type, which represent the surface amorphous liquid-

like state. 

One the one hand, the four structures according to HA index are temperature 

dependent, for instance, the fraction of fcc differs by over 10% in 4-N55 over the 

temperature range. However, it seems no significant correlation between the fractions of 
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HA index in equilibrium and the shape anisotropy variations in Figure 4.1. On the other 

hand, the structure difference between the coalesced NPs and the single NP with the 

similar atom number is not large, especially when NP gets larger. For example, the 

fraction of the fcc structure for the 6-N55 and N321, which two are differed by the 

noticeable disparity of 9 atoms, diverges by 5% at 1000 K and 1050 K. That for the 4-N55 

and N225, differed by 5 atoms, has the deviation larger than 10%. 

4.3.3  Comparison between Shape Anisotropy k2 and HA Index 

Based on the similar patterns for the shape anisotropy and HA index variations 

concerning the initial tetrahedral, octahedral and cubic shape, 4-N55 is taken as an 

example to represent the sintering for the multiple ultra-small NPs for the rest part in our 

discussions.  

The temperature of 900K and 950K are taken to investigate the HA index as a 

function of the sintering time, that is the isothermal HA index variations. Figure 4.3a and 

4.3c shows that in the two cases, both have sharp jumps within the first 50 ps. At the 

beginning, the “others” type of atoms for the four separated N55 NP has the largest 

fraction, which is because of the nature for the high ratio of surface atoms of each single 

N55 NP. And then after 50 ps the fcc structure gradually dominates. 
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Figure 4.3  HA index ratio for the isothermal sintering processes of 4-N55 and the related 

shape anisotropy. 

 

The shape anisotropy change is correlated with the HA index change, shown in 

Figure 4.3b and 4.3d, respectively, which are compared to Figure 4.3a and 4.3c in a 

magnified range at the right hand side of each figures. It takes about 700 ps for the merged 

NPs gets stable at 900K, while about 200 ps at 950K. So for example, at 900K in Figure 

4.3b, for the beginning 10 ps, the shape anisotropy is relatively large and the fcc fraction is 

lower than 30%. Both the fcc fraction and the k2 value has a sharp jump and then form a 
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flat curve before 600 ps and finally jump up again. So that the visualized shape change for 

NP coalescence process, which is characterized by the shape anisotropy, is well related 

with the local atomic structures, e.g., the fcc fraction. 

4.3.4  Atom Movement in the Central Region 

 

Figure 4.4  (a) Number of atoms inside the initial void for 4-N55 at 950 K. The inset is the 

initial configuration, where the blue dashed line circle out the void with a radius of 3.5 Å. 

(b) Number of different types of atoms inside the 5.5 Å core. 

 

Since we initially place the NPs at the corners of tetrahedron, there exists a void 

with the radius of 3.5 Å in the sintering of 4 NPs, which is shown in the inset of Figure 

4.4a as the initial configuration. Figure 4.4a shows the number of atoms entering into the 

3.5 Å void is counted as a function of time. At time zero, there is no atom inside the void; 

at 1 ps, there are 9 atoms moving in. After 2 ps, the number of atoms keeps stable around 
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15, meaning the initial void has been occupied by atoms. This suggests all the structure 

changes and the atomic dynamics after 2 ps will be the localized atomic rearrangement. 

To investigate the types of atoms in the central region, a larger core with the radius 

of 5.5 Å is considered. The number of atoms inside this core and their local atom type is 

shown in the Figure 4.4b. At time zero, there are 1 fcc, 0 icosahedral, 23 “others” type 

atoms counted inside. And then the icosahedral atoms will firstly increase to about 50 and 

then decrease. The surface atoms will have a slight increase and then decrease to totally 0. 

The fcc atoms will gradually increase and finally dominate this central region. The stable 

number for atom occupying this 5.5 Å core is around 60. This suggests in the core area 

exists dynamic exchanges in terms of the atomic types, no matter from “other” atoms to 

the fcc structure, or between the fcc structure and the icosahedral structure. 

4.3.5  Spatial Distributions of the FCC Clusters 

In order to have a global view at how the atoms are rearranged especially for the 

change of the fcc structure, the atom type at a specific moment is compared with its initial 

type in Figure 4.5. The type transitions related with fcc type are shown in the figure. 
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Figure 4.5  Number of atoms changed between different types regarding the fcc type for 

the entire 4-N55 NPs case. 

 

First and foremost, from fcc to non-fcc type, the number firstly increase to its peak 

of 45, and then gradually decrease, resulting in the change back of fcc atoms. Since the 

number of the fcc atoms for the initial configuration is 48, which distributes as four 

separated 12 fcc cluster for 4-N55 NPs, it suggests that the initial fcc cluster for each 

single N55 NP will break down upon coalescence at the beginning. Secondly, from others 

to fcc type, it grow steadily, which means the initial “other” atoms (those mostly on the 

initial surface) count the most for the transferred fcc atoms. Last but not least, from 

icosahedral to fcc type, the initial four icosahedral atoms, which occupy each center of the 

single N55 NP, totally changed to fcc.  
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Figure 4.6  Cluster size and spatial distributions for 4-N55 sintering process and sketch 

map of the fcc cluster formation and growth process. 

 

Figure 4.6 shows the averaged r for those individual clusters, where ri measures the 

distance between one’s own mass center and the mass center for the total 220 atoms, as 

well as the averaged cluster size N. Firstly as the time increasing, the cluster becomes 

larger indicated by the representing color changing from red to blue and black. Meanwhile, 

the value of the r decreases from 7 to almost 0, indicating the spatial distribution of the fcc 

clusters. The averaged fcc mass center moves from the outer shell (which is counted as 7) 

to the NP core (which is counted as 0).  

It would be better for us to imagine the initial configuration being each cluster with 

atom number of 12 for each single N55 NP, which is illustrated as the inserted picture (1). 

And then, as mentioned above, the large fcc clusters break down, while some smaller 
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separated clusters originate at a distance of 3 ~ 5 Å from the entire center, shown as the 

inserted picture (2). The distance gradually decreases with the increase of the cluster size, 

meaning more and more fcc atoms form cluster near the central position, which is 

illustrated as picture (3). Finally, picture (4) shows the fcc atoms tend to form one entire 

cluster locating right in the center. The sketch map from (1) to (4) inserted in Figure 4.6 

roughly demonstrates the fcc cluster growing process. In addition, the intermediate entire 

fcc cluster doesn’t guarantee there won’t be any fluctuations later on – the cluster size can 

become a little smaller and the clusters can deviate from the center, which is evidenced by 

the spikes on the curve in Figure 4.6. 

4.3.6  String-like Collective Motions for the Sintering Process 

 

 

Figure 4.7  (a) Non-Gassian parameter and (b) Van Hove function for 4-N55 case.  
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The examination of the string-like atomic movement is carried out to check if this 

type of motion exists in the sintering process. Two essential parameters are investigated 

before-hand, α2 and Gs (r, t) which has been explained in the Chapter 2. 

In Figure 4.7a, the value for t* obtained from the peak of the non-Gaussian 

parameter is 105 ps. By substituting t* into van Hove function, the mobile atoms range is 

defined from the lowest between the first peak and the second peak, to the downward tail, 

as seen in Figure 4.7b. 

 

 

Figure 4.8  (a) Number of mobile atoms and (b) string length for the sintering process for 

4-N55 at 950 K. 

 

Figure 4.8a shows the calculation results for the number of mobile atoms and the 

weight averaged string length. At the beginning, nearly 200 out of the total 220 atoms are 

found as the mobile atoms. It manifests that at the beginning of the coalescence, almost all 

the atoms are considered as mobile, indicating a strong dynamics for the entire system. 
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The number of mobile atoms sharply decreases upon coalescence. After about 250 ps, it 

begins to rise and fluctuate around less than 30. Accordingly, the weight averaged string 

length before 250 ps is relatively small, while it becomes as large as 10 afterward, as 

shown in Figure 4.8b, suggesting an equilibrium melting and freezing processes170 where 

long strings only appear on the surface of the entire NP. 

 

 

Figure 4.9  String configurations for the sintering process for 4-N55 at 950 K. 

 

Figure 4.9 demonstrates some snapshots for the sintering process highlighted with 

different local structures and the string-like motion colored in red arrows. It shows that at 

the beginning of the coalescence, the number of atoms participating in the string motion is 

large and all the string-like motions tend to point to the ‘void’ between the single NPs. it 

means that there is the inward rotation movement for each single N55 NP. After 3 ps of 

the occupation for the central void, the atomic strings are still crowded a lot and there are 
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plenty of atoms in the inner core engaged in the strings. As time goes on, this phenomenon 

for the inner core atom engaged string motion gradually eliminates and most strings only 

appear at the surface and interfacial region of this merged NP. The string length at this 

time is still small. At the later stable stage, the strings are only also found at the surface of 

the large NP, whose length is long, compared with those previous snapshots. The labelled 

configurations from (1) to (4), where the blue atoms represent the fcc atoms, also 

correspond to the sketch map of the fcc clusters in Figure 4.6. 

 

 

Figure 4.10  (a) number of string atoms on dependence of time. (b) variations of different 

types of string atom on dependence of time. 

 

To further investigate the string motion in relation to the local structure change for 

the coalescence of the ultra-small NPs, the string atoms are also divided into three 

categories, fcc,  icosahedral and others, based on the HA index analyses. Each part is 

rescaled by the total number of string atoms, so the information of the relative ratios is 
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provided, as shown in Figure 4.10b. It can be noticed that, the surface atoms, which refer 

to the “others” type, are always more than half of the string atoms. In the beginning of 

approximately 200 ps, treated as the border to form a completely entire NP, the 

phenomenon of the increase of “others” atom ratio and the decease of icosahedral atom 

ratio is obvious, indicating the gradual sintering process. And then after 200 ps, despite of 

some fluctuations, almost all string atoms are the “others” atom type although the total 

number is less than 30 seen from Figure 4.10a. It means the string motion facilitates the 

process for the previous surface atom to transfer into the icosahedral or fcc atom type, 

which helps the crystallization of the ultra-small NPs after coalescence. 

4.4  Conclusions 

Instead of studying the sintering mechanics dominating different sintering periods, 

we examined the coalescence of multiple ultra-small N55 NPs with the focus of the local 

structure rearrangement and crystallization of the fcc structures. The results of the relative 

shape anisotropy k2 and the Honeycutt-Andersen (HA) index provide us with the 

evidences that the two factors are strongly correlated. The evolvements of the local fcc 

structure, the local icosahedral structure and the liquid-like structure is a dynamic 

transferrable process, where the initial fcc cluster for each single N55 NP breaks down 

upon coalescence, and the initial liquid-like surface atoms contribute the most for the final 

pure fcc structure. The reduced inherent fluctuation for the sintering process is facilitated 

by the growing of the fcc clusters, accompanied with the string-like atomic motions. 
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5  Single Small Nanoparticle on the Freestanding Graphene Sheet 

5.1  Introduction 

The catalytic nature of the nanoparticles is well established. Concerning the 

applications for the NPs in the real world, where they no longer stand solely in the vacuum, 

it’s vital to control the NPs in the real experimental conditions for the interactions with the 

supporting materials. Therefore, the single-atom-thick graphene is considered as an ideal 

substrate181, 182. The graphene is not only a promising but an effective substrate materials 

to support the NP for use as a catalyst. Many earlier studies have reported the enhaced 

mechanical poperties183 and electrolyte properties83, 84, 184 for the NP-graphene composite 

materials. However, the interfacial atomic motions for the NP above the graphene 

substrate has not been examined. Based on our previous studies of the interfacial 

dynamics for the single NP, our focus is to try to find out what the changes take place by 

the introduction of the graphene to the Ni NP. In this chapter, we utilized the Reaxff 

potential for the single Ni NP with the graphene substrate and investigate the simulation 

results for the interfacial dynamics of the NP, compared with the single NP without the 

substarte as a external constraint. 
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5.2  Simulation Methodology 

In order to study the interaction between the Ni NP and the graphene substrate, the 

NP with the atomic number of 369 is initiated, which is marked as N369. The initiation 

process is the same as in the previous two chapters. 

Two types of the potential energy, both the Voter-Chen EAM and the Reaxff force 

field methods, are selected for the NP. The NP is first relaxed at room temperature for 1 ns 

with zero angular and linear momentum. Next, the NP is heated up at a rate of 500 K/ns 

from the room temperature (T = 300 K) until the NP melts (around 1250 K). 

Experimentally, the nanoscale Ni element and the graphene system can undergo as high as 

1000oC with the protection of the reductive gas81, 82(H2, Ar and/or CH4). In order to probe 

the kinetic processes that cannot be observed while heating at a continuous and high rate, 

the isothermal heating at temperatures of 1000 K, 1100 K and 1200 K. At each 

temperature the NP is kept for 3 ns.  

On the other hand, the simulation for the bare graphene substrate is based on the 

Reaxff potential only. Basically the graphene sheet with a roughly square shape is selected. 

In order to be compatible with the N369 NP with diameter d = 2.03 nm, the graphene 

sheet can’t be too small, e.g. with the edge length l less than 3 nm. Also considering that 

computation resources taken by the whole system, the graphene sheet doesn’t necessarily 

to be too large, e.g. with the atom number of more than 1200. Therefore, the graphene 

substrate is selected with the edge length l = 5 nm, and the atom number of 960. It is 

generated using the software ‘Nanotube Modeler’185. 
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Figure 5.1  Armchair and zigzag type of the graphene sheet and their atomic bonds along 

the folding y direction 

 

Based on the chirality indices (n, m), which define the rolling-up direction for the 

graphene sheet, different sheets all with the atom number of 960 can be generated 

according to the different (n, m) values. Those sheets are included two extreme type, the 

armchair (where n = m) and the zigzag (where m = 0), and the normal chiral type (where n 

and m have different non-zero values). Figure 5.1 shows the armchair (n = 12, m = 12) and 

the zigzag (n = 20, m = 0) graphene sheet both with the edge length l = 5 nm, and the atom 

number of 960. For the properties of the carbon nanotube folded up by different types of 

graphene sheet, which is also known as chirality, the armchair type tends to be more 

metallic and the zigzag type tends to be more semiconducting. Nevertheless, in this thesis 

we only use the flat graphene sheet. The difference between the armchair and the zigzag 

type is only a matter of directions, which can be seen in Figure 5.1. Because the NP is 
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three-dimensional symmetric, both these two type will not have much differences with the 

interactions with the NP based on the chirality. Thus, the armchair (n = 12, m = 12) type, 

which is more square rather than rectangle, is selected finally. 

The default length of the C-C bond in the software is 1.41 Å. If the graphene with 

this bond length is directly used at high temperature, e.g. above 1000 K, large ripples arise 

because the thermal expansion of the C-C bond is restricted in the limited simulation box 

concerning using the periodic boundary conditions. In order to get the relatively flat 

graphene sheet as the supporting substrate for the Ni NP, the graphene sheet generated 

with different C-C bond length, from 1.42 Å to 1.45 Å, is first relaxed at different 

temperatures, from 800 K to 1200 K with the increase of every 100 K, to see the pressure 

P fluctuations. The pressure of the system can represent the relative forces that the sheet 

undergoes, therefore it’s used to determine whether the sheet is stretched (P > 0) or the 

sheet is compressed (P < 0). And then the proper C-C bond length for the graphene sheet 

at a particular temperature is determined if the simulation shows the averaged pressure P 

over time is near zero. For example, at 1200 K, the suitable C-C bond length is 1.4446 Å 

to make sure the sheet undergoes no external forces. Once the bond length for each 

temperature is determined, the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble (see the details in 

chapter 2) is used to fully relax the sheet and get a final box size, which is at last used as 

the constant volume for the initiation box in the simulation,  referring to either the 

microcanonical (NVE) ensemble or canonical (NVT) ensemble. 
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Figure 5.2  Schematic maps from (a) a normal view and (b) <yz> plane view for the initial 

configuration of N369 NP and the graphene substrate at 1000 K 

 

The NP and the graphene sheet at the same absolute temperature are selected 

together to create the initial configuration for the simulations, which is shown in Figure 

5.2. The NP is then put at the center of the graphene sheet both along the x and y direction, 

and for the nearest distance for the atoms along the z direction above the substrate being 3 

Å, as indicated in Figure 5.2b. This distance is selected to be less than the cutoff distance 

for C and Ni in the potential file and not too close to cause expulsion for the Ni atoms and 

C atoms. 
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In order to compare the influences of the substrate on the NP, three sets of 

simulations are carried out. They are the single free N369 NP, the N369 NP with the 

center fixed and the N369 NP (center fixed) with the substrate. The berendsen heat bath is 

used together with the microcanonical (NVE) ensemble in order to maintain the total 

energy of the whole system for the NP and the substrate. All the sets then undergoes 

isothermal heat treatment at 1000 K, 1100 K and 1200 K, each for a 3 ns relaxation 

process. 

5.3  Results and Discussion 

5.3.1  Dynamic Differences for Ni NP between the Use of the Reaxff and the Voter-Chen 

EAM Methods 

The NP shape fluctuations are firstly investigated for the single Ni NP having a 

radius of about 2 nm using both the Reaxff force field and the Voter-Chen EAM method, 

as shown in Figure 5.3. The reduced temperatures are used here for comparison. For the 

NP using Reaxff the reduced temperature is at 0.8 Tm and for the NP using Voter-Chen 

EAM method is at 0.78 Tm. It shows that the NP using the Reaxff has larger fluctuations in 

the shape anisotropy than the NP using the EAM method. However, that the average 

values for both the Reaxff and the EAM methods are around 0.005, which indicates the 

surface and interfacial dynamics for the Reaxff is generally at the same level with the 

previous Voter-Chen EAM simulation work. 
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Figure 5.3  The shape anisotropy for N369 with the Reaxff force field and with the Voter-

Chen EAM method at approximately equal reduced temperature 

 

Compared with the peak shape anisotropy value k2 = 0.1 for N55 in Chapter 3, the 

shape anisotropy for the NP of N369 there is significantly small, k2 = 0.005. It shows the 

shape variation is only 5% of the NP of N55 having a diameter of 0.8 nm. There is no need 

to consider the atomic dynamics affecting the shape anisotropy for the N369 NP, even 

applied with different force fields. Thus, for the rest of this chapter, the experiments are all 

using Reaxff. 
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5.3.2  Local Geometry of the N369 NP with the Substrate 

 
 

Figure 5.4  The initial configurations of N369 NP with center fixed standing on the 

graphene substrate at different temperatures of (a) 1000 K, (b) 1100 K and (c) 1200 K 
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A quick look is provided for the initial configurations N369 NP with center fixed 

standing on the graphene substrate at different temperatures in Figure 5.4. It is obvious 

that the graphene sheet has little temperature dependence regarding the configurations; the 

noticeable difference on temperature dependence is the distribution for its potential energy 

PE. With the increase of the temperature, the color scales for the graphene sheet change 

from dark blue to light blue indicating the increase of the total potential energy. 

In terms of the Ni NP, the temperature dependence of the configuration is relatively 

more obvious. At low temperature, both the surface and the inner core of the NP are with 

ordered lattice. The faceting is also observed. With the increase of the temperature, the 

surface of the NP becomes more disordered with high PE value. However, the inner core 

of the NP remains the organized arrangement with low PE value. 

To take a qualitatively look at how the local structure for the NP are revolved when 

it is placed above the graphene sheet, the HA index analysis is carried out for the (I) single 

free N369 NP, (II) the N369 NP with the center fixed and (III) the N369 NP (center fixed) 

with the substrate. The results are shown in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5  HA index ratio for the single free N369 NP, the N369 NP with the center fixed 

and the N369 NP (center fixed) with the substrate on dependence of temperature 

 

The detailed description for the categories of the HA index is included in Chapter 2, 

“2.6.1 Quantitative Analysis of the Local Geometry”. The dominant structure for the NP is 

still fcc, no matter in which situation the NP is initiated for the above three cases. 

Generally, the ratio of the fcc structure decreases when the temperature goes higher. It 

indicates the larger heat provides more energy for the NP to become disordered, which 

confirms the configurations in Figure 5.4 and is consistent with the study of NP melting in 

the previous chapters of this thesis.  

What’s more, for the single free NP and the single NP with center fixed cases, the 

HA ratios is almost the same for all three temperatures. It means that the fixation of the 

center atoms doesn’t affect the local structures of the NP since the inner core itself 

basically stays the same ordered structure. It makes no difference whether or not fix the 
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center of the NP. Thus we treat the analysis is the same for the free NP and the center 

fixed NP. Take the center fixed NP as an example, Figure 5.6 provides its HA index ratios 

on dependence of time at different temperatures. 

 

`

 
Figure 5.6  The detailed HA index ration for the isothermal study of N369 NP with the 

fixed center at (a) 1000 K, (b) 1100 K and (c) 1200 K 
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Meanwhile, upon placing the NP above the substrate, it does matter whether the NP 

is totally free or with the center fixed. Here, the discussion of the substrate effect is only 

focused on the N369 NP with its center fixed. Back to Figure 5.5 for the “with substrate” 

case, the variation for the local structure is much more temperature dependent; for 

example, the fcc ratio declines to a larger degree compared with the single NP. Last but 

not the least, the level crystallization of the NP affected by the substrate is always lower 

than the single NP according to the smaller fcc ratios at all temperatures. It means the 

substrate makes the NP more disordered and more active. 

Further, for the NP with the influence of the substrate, Figure 5.7 provides the detail 

HA index ratios on dependence of time at different temperatures. By comparison with 

Figure 5.6 for the single NP, several differences can be found out. Firstly, the amount of 

fcc is less than the free NP. Secondly, with the increase of the temperature, the curves 

become more fluctuate, that is more ‘noisy’ than at the lower temperature for itself as well 

as the free NP in Figure 5.6. And finally, at 1200 K, at the beginning 1.2 ns, the NP seems 

‘melting’ because the ratio of the fcc and the icosahedral structure alternatively go up and 

down, while the “others” type meaning the amorphous structure counts the most of the 

local structure. However, after this time region, the fcc structure becomes the largest part, 

indicating the NP returns the crystal structure. These phenomenons only occur because of 

the introduction of the underneath graphene sheet. 
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Figure 5.7  The detailed HA index ration for the isothermal study of N369 NP (center 

fixed) with the substrate at (a) 1000 K, (b) 1100 K and (c) 1200 K 

 

5.3.3  Dynamics for N369 NP with the Substrate 

In order to understand what’s the dynamic process that the NP is involved with the 

influence of the substrate, the non-Gaussian parameter and the van Hove function are 
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considered to determine the dynamics of the NP. The details for these two parameters are 

fully included in Chapter 2. 

 

 
Figure 5.8  The non-Gaussian parameter and the van Hove function for (a) free N369 and 

(b) N369 NP with center fixed at different temperatures 
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The free N369 NP and that with the center fixed are investigated at the beginning as 

the basis to analyze more complex NP with substrate case. As shown in Figure 5.8, the t* 

for the single free N369 is 24 ps at 1000 K, 10 ps at 1100 K and 5 ps at 1200 K. 

Accordingly, that for the NP with the center fixed is 32 ps at 1000 K, 10 ps at 1100 K and 

5 ps at 1200 K. By substituting each t* into the van Hove function, the mobile atom range 

are determined for different temperatures. Again, it’s clear that the results for the NP with 

or without center fixed type are almost the same at all three temperatures. 

 

 
Figure 5.9  The non-Gaussian parameter and the van Hove function for the fixed N369 

with the substrate at different temperatures 

 

In terms of the fixed N369 with the substrate case, the related results are shown in 

Figure 5.9, where the t* significantly decreases. And what’s needed to point out is, the van 

Hove function for the temperature of 1200 K has superimposed peaks, which, according to 
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Figure 5.7c, would result from the average of the different starting and the latter regions 

for the HA curve at 1200 K. 

5.3.4  String-like Collective Motion for the NP on the Substrate 

The identification of correlated atom motion requires a consideration of the relative 

displacement of particles. Atomistic simulations of glass-forming liquids indicate that the 

distribution of string lengths P(n) is an approximately exponential function of n. The 

detail of this analysis is included in Chapter 2. Figure 5.10 shows the distribution of string 

lengths at Δt = t*, where the non-Gaussian parameter exhibits a maximum, at different 

temperatures for N369 NP with the substrate as well as the center-fixed N369 NP as the 

reference. The average string length <n> is simply determined from the slopes of the 

curves by exp(-n/<n>) ~ P(n). 

The curves don’t show obvious temperature dependence for the string distribution. 

However, there is a general trend for the average string length to grow upon cooling. And 

compared with the NP without the chemical environment of the graphene sheet, the 

averaged string length gets shorter, which can be confirmed from the previous non-

Gaussian parameter and the van Hove function that the NP with substrate is more mobile, 

therefore, should show shorter string length. It indicates that the NP is activated by the 

interaction of its underneath graphene substrate, even with its center being fixed.  
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Figure 5.10  The size distribution and mean string length of the collective motion as a 

function of the temperature for (a) the single N369 NP with the center fixed and (b) the NP 

with the substrate. Each inset shows the T dependence of the average string length <n>. 
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5.4  Conclusions 

It is the first time that we try to investigate the dynamics of the Ni material with the 

constraint of the inorganic graphene material. We utilize the Reaxff force field potential 

however the factor affecting the atomic dynamics in terms of the NP shape anisotropy is 

negligible. The NP with the center fixed shows almost no difference compared to the real 

free NP. 

While placing this center-fixed NP above the graphene sheet, the amount of fcc is 

less than the free NP. And the averaged string length is smaller which indicates the NP is 

more mobile on the graphene substrate. Meanwhile, there is not obvious temperature 

dependence for the string distribution however the average string length increases upon 

cooling, which is consistent with the study of NP melting and freezing of our previous 

work170. 
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6  Conclusions and Suggestions for the Future Work 

6.1  Summary of Main Conclusions 

Our major work in the thesis is summarized in Figure 6.1 as shown below. The 

sphere represents the NP, which can vary with sizes and rotations as illustrated in the 

figure. The smallest one represents N55 NP and the one on the substrate is that for the 

N369 NP. 

 

 

Figure 6.1  Summary of main conclusions in this thesis 
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According to the objectives we have listed In Chapter 1, now that we can conclude 

by completing the work in the thesis, we have understood and quantified the the atomic 

motions, especially the string-like atomic motions that govern the interfacial dynamics of 

NP during melting and crystallization, and the local structure changes for the single small 

NP, and the multiple small NP during the coalescence. What’s more, we have explored 

and investigated the atomic motions and the interfacial dynamics for single NP under the 

constraint from the graphene substrate. 

For the single ultra-small NP, we investigate the spontaneous shape changes of 

single N55 NP and revealed the mechanisms for its specific features of the large 

fluctuations and high atomic dynamics. It is found that the shape fluctuations are 

facilitated by the string-like collective motion taking a novel form, the tunnelling of atoms 

through the center of the NP which is highly disruptive to NP shape. 

For the multiple NPs, we observe that the initial fcc cluster for each single N55 NP 

breaks down upon coalescence, while the initial liquid-like surface atoms contribute the 

most for the final pure fcc structure. The phenomenon of the growing clusters gradually 

approaching the center results in the crystallization. It is the string-like atomic motion that 

accompanies the coalescence and the crystallization process, rather than the rotation of the 

NPs. 

For the NP with the graphene substrate, we utilize another force field however the 

factor affecting the atomic dynamics in terms of the NP shape anisotropy is negligible. It 
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shows the the variation for the local structure of the NP is much more temperature 

dependent using the HA index analysis while the graphene sheet has little temperature 

dependence regarding the configurations. the level crystallization of the NP affected by 

the substrate is always lower than the single NP indicating the substrate makes the NP 

more disordered and more active. 

6.2 Contribution to Knowledge 

Based on the MD simulation, the quantitative analyses and the results in this thesis 

and the related work of the atomic motions in Ni materials, the following papers have 

been published or are in preparation for submission, 

a) Y. Yang, H. Zhang and J. Douglas, "Coalescence of Ultra Small 

Nanoparticles," in preparation for submitting. 

b) H. Zhang, Y. Yang and J. Douglas, "Influence of String-like Cooperative 

Atomic Motion on Surface Diffusion in the (110) Interfacial Region of 

Crystalline Ni," J. Chem. Phys., 142, 084704 (2015). 

c) Y. Yang, H. Zhang and J. Douglas, "Origin and Nature of Spontaneous Shape 

Fluctuations in 'Small' Nanoparticles," ACS Nano, 8, 7465-7477 (2014). 

Meanwhile, the work of the single NP has been presented in the session of 

“Computational Materials Science” in the 26th Canadian Materials Science Conference 

with the detail listed below, 
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Y. Yang, H. Zhang and J. Douglas, "Origin and Nature of Spontaneous Shape 

Fluctuations in Nanoparticles," 26th Canadian Materials Science Conference, 

Saskatoon, Canada, June 1-4, 2014. 

6.3 Suggestions for the Future Work 

6.3.1  Ni NPs using the Voter-Chen Potential 

The shape fluctuations of the single small NP are evidently reminiscent of the shape 

fluctuations of proteins, organic nanoparticles, and these fluctuations could have important 

implications in relation to NP transport and the unique catalytic properties of nanoparticles. 

There is evidence that the interfacial mobility and large shape fluctuations of small NPs 

probably play a significant role in the formation of crystal nuclei through the fusion and 

structural rearrangement of the relatively disordered ‘amorphous’ pre-nucleation 

clusters186, 187 and we expect an understanding of this type of fluctuating cluster to be 

essential for understanding the early stages of crystal growth that are not captured by 

classical nucleation theory. Such pre-nucleation ‘amorphous’ clusters have been shown to 

play an essential role in biomineralization processes in bones and teeth188-192 where 

collagen and self-assembling proteins form scaffolds on which NPs are organized. 

It also seems likely to us that the large shape fluctuations aid in the intrusion of 

these NPs into the small scaffold pore spaces into collagen and other organic self-

assembled template materials.193, 194 Large fluctuations in NP shape have also been 
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suggested to contribute to the diffusion on small NPs.195, 196 Clearly, small inorganic 

nanoparticles can exhibit large configuration fluctuations, and fluctuations in associated 

with chemical activity and properties, making these particles similar to proteins in many 

ways. This is natural given that proteins are just small organic nanoparticles. We plan to 

investigate the collective dynamics of folded globular proteins to see if they indeed exhibit 

a similar collective dynamics to that observed in our small Ni NPs. Previous work and the 

current study mainly focus on atomic species with simple London dispersion interactions 

and simple many body potentials for metallic atoms system such as Ni. These atomic 

potentials are isotropic in nature, raising interesting questions about how particles with 

strong cohesive and anisotropic interactions, such as charged and dipolar particle systems, 

might influence this NP shape fluctuation phenomenon. In order to address these questions, 

we must qualify our results as applying to interaction potentials of the type we study. 

However, since the size and shape fluctuation are exhibited in variety of organic 

systems, we believe that materials exhibiting directional bonding should also exhibit such 

fluctuations in simulation. It is certainly true that simulations of atomics in charged glass-

forming liquids exhibit string-like collective motion as we have found in the present work. 

On the other hand, we may generally expect that the critical particle NP size at which the 

NP size fluctuations arise should depend rather on the cohesive interaction strength and on 

the presence of directional interactions, a point highly relevant potentially in the context of 

NPs involved in biomineralization. Further study is needed to confirm these expectations 

for NPs with such interactions. 
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Finally, we point out that molecular dynamics simulations of water NPs having a 

size on the order of 1 nm197 have indicated a large melting point suppression and dynamic 

coexistence between liquid and solid NP states, and we may naturally expect dynamic 

shape fluctuations in these NPs, a phenomenon of large potential relevance to the impact 

of these NPs on atmospheric chemistry.197 

6.3.2  Graphene and Ni NP interactions using the Reaxff Reactive Force Field 

Since in our metallic NP research this is the first time to introduce another type of 

inorganic specie (the graphene sheet) to the Ni NPs system, a lot of exploration challenges 

has been faced during the simulation model set up period. Apart from other statistical 

methods to identify and analyze the specific issues for the NP interacting with the 

substrate, we will also try to establish more inspirational scientific models in the future. 

NP coalescence is a major issue for NP catalysis. It has been attracting a lot of attention 

that by laying an array of nanoparticles on a graphene sheet198, 199 and by applying surface 

X-ray crystallography, the atomic structure evolvement can accurately be determined. 

Questions remain that how many magnitude of the NP should be used to have the suitable 

catalysis effect and what’s the suitable spatial distributions of the NPs as well as their 

orientaions. Also, the alloying for NPs is another vast research field for the catalysis 

applications, e.g. the ordered alloying and core-shell alloying. These have never been 

validated against experiment because of the lack of results from atomically resolved 

experiments such as this199. 
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Figure 6.2  Scientific models for the graphene substrate supporting (a) the NPs with 

different orientations, (b) multiple NPs with different spatial arrangement and (c) NPs 

with ordered alloying and core-shell alloying 

 

Consequently, we propose here for the future fundamental models when several 

examples are plotted. Figure 6.2a shows the graphene substrate supporting the NPs with 

different orientations, while Figure 6.2b represents multiple NPs with different spatial 

arrangement above the substrate; Last but not the least, Figure 6.2c gives insight into the 

NPs with ordered alloying and core-shell alloying while interacting with the graphene 

sheet. Furthermore, if the research moves on, it is also recommended to have a look at the 

rippled graphene sheet200, 201 rather than the ideal flat one. 
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